A FRAMEWORK FOR
PERSONALIZED, AFFORDABLE CARE

REPUBLICAN STUDY COMMITTEE
HEALTH CARE PLAN
PART ONE
Fellow Americans,

The birth of our great nation was inspired by the bold declaration that our individual, God-given liberties should be protected from government overreach and intrusion. As conservatives, that same conviction still informs our actions and policy proposals in every area. Health care is no exception, and the current system is in urgent need of reform.

We approach this challenge today with a review of the sobering facts. The first half of this report shows that millions of Americans have experienced substantially increased costs and a reduced quality of care as a result of the Affordable Care Act. Sadly, too many people with pre-existing conditions, chronic health issues and other challenges are suffering and need real relief.

Beyond the raw statistics are countless personal stories. We share some of those here to acknowledge the fear and uncertainty that can accompany an unexpected diagnosis, irregular test result, childhood illness, or a frantic visit to an emergency room. Every family has its own stories, and health care is an intensely personal issue.

In response to this dilemma, the Left insists that Congress should double-down on the failed current system, or shift to a government run, one-size-fits-all system. Because Americans deserve better, the second half of this report presents a carefully designed framework—based on nearly a year of intensive research and discussions with experts and stakeholders—that can dramatically improve access to quality, affordability, and choice in the American health care system.

It is a plan that: PROTECTS the vulnerable – especially those with pre-existing conditions; EMPOWERS individuals with greater control over their health care choices and dollars; and PERSONALIZES health care to meet individual needs and reduce premiums, deductibles, and the overall cost of health care.

While we anticipate thoughtful debate, even amongst ourselves, about some of the specific details that will emerge from this framework, we find it to be a strong step toward a health care system that can refocus on care. We present this conservative framework as an alternative to more, destructive government interference. We present these solutions to put Americans back in control of their health care decisions. And we submit this as the roadmap that can ensure the Republican Party is the party of health care. PROTECT, EMPOWER, AND PERSONALIZE. This is what we support, and this is what we aim to do.

Sincerely,

“THE REPUBLICAN PARTY WILL SOON BE THE PARTY OF HEALTH CARE. YOU WATCH.”

President Donald J. Trump, March 23, 2019
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America’s health care system has suffered from serious problems for decades. The antiquated laws that predated the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (also known as “Obamacare” or the “ACA”) needed revision, but the ACA has made the situation worse by dramatically increasing costs and reducing both the quality of care and the number of available choices in the health care market. This is a crisis for many Americans that grows with each passing day as more and more patients lose their preferred doctors, or are forced to forgo coverage entirely due to its enormous costs. The current trajectory is simply unsustainable.

Congress has an obligation to fix this mess. The Republican Study Committee (RSC), as the largest caucus of conservatives and the group known as the “intellectual arsenal” of conservatism in the House, aims to meet this obligation by offering bold, thoughtful solutions to ensure Americans have access to the personalized, quality care they deserve. We believe cost-effective health insurance can and should be available to all Americans, including those with pre-existing conditions. Our goal is a thriving health care market that promotes individual choice, quality care and affordable options.
Many of our Democrat colleagues, meanwhile, are moving in the opposite direction. They offer the American people only two bleak options: double-down on the status quo or mandate government-run, one-size-fits-all health care. Their idea of “Medicare for All” would ensure an unprecedented expansion of the federal government instead of personalized, affordable options. It would also cost American taxpayers an estimated $32 trillion in new taxes to artificially control premium increases, and would inevitably lead to long wait times and a reduced quality of care.

If government-run health care were the answer, the Veteran’s Health Administration (VHA) would serve as the gold standard. Of course, it does not. Because of its flaws, many veterans have suffered and some have even lost their lives waiting on care they desperately needed. Does anyone really believe Washington bureaucrats could be trusted to manage the individual care of hundreds of millions of Americans? The people of this country deserve so much better.

Our RSC Health Care Plan introduces reforms that can: achieve a vibrant market with protections for all, including those with pre-existing conditions; encourage continuous coverage through true insurance portability; and ensure an appropriate and sustainable safety net for our most vulnerable citizens. A second report detailing additional policy recommendations will follow at a future date, and include additional recommendations to further reduce the costs of health care and increase transparency, competition and innovation technologies. This will include recommendations on policies like transparency, competition, and reducing barriers to technological innovation.

RSC members refuse to ignore the current crisis and will never agree to turn American health care over to big government. Instead, we will advance these practical solutions to repair our broken health care system. If Congress will adopt the reforms outlined in this plan, we can achieve a personalized and sustainable health care system for current and future generations.
THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT
THE STATUS QUO UNDER THE ACA

MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ACA

As it was designed, the inaptly named “Affordable Care Act” has resulted in an unprecedented level of federal intervention in the individual insurance marketplace. Signed into law on March 23, 2010, the legislation itself includes thousands of pages of text and hundreds of complicated provisions. Implementing the law has necessitated tens of thousands of additional pages of rules—and trillions of dollars in new spending and taxes. The law is distinguished by three primary features: 1) its regulatory architecture; 2) subsidies for low-income households; and 3) Medicaid expansion. The supposed goal was to expand, subsidize, and guarantee coverage in the individual health insurance marketplace—a unique and relatively small part of the broader American health care system.

For decades now, the vast majority of Americans (generally, more than 80 percent of the population),\(^1\) have obtained health insurance in one of two ways: approximately half of the insured have received their insurance through their employer, and the rest have relied on one of several federally-financed programs, such as Medicare, Medicaid and the VA. In the private market, employer-sponsored health insurance plans have outnumbered individual plans by around eight to one over the past decade.\(^2\) This imbalance is primarily due to decades of misguided federal laws and regulations that have stunted the development of a viable individual marketplace.

Prior to the enactment of the ACA, it is true that an important but relatively small number of Americans faced great challenges in the individual health care market because, for various reasons, they waited to purchase insurance until after developing a health condition. This group included approximately two to four million people under the age of 65.\(^3\) While the plight of these Americans needed to be addressed, the Obama administration’s short-sighted approach to the dilemma has upended the nation’s entire health insurance system and now jeopardizes care and access for everyone.

---


\(^2\) Id.

Regulatory Architecture

While some of its regulatory provisions apply to the employer-sponsored marketplace, the ACA’s flawed regulatory framework focuses mainly on restricting the features and mandating the availability of individual market plans—regardless of whether a person had insurance prior to developing a medical condition. To that end, its core provisions require individual market plans to have: 1) guaranteed issue; 2) community rating; 3) minimum actuarial value; and 4) so-called “essential health benefits.”

Generally, the ACA’s guaranteed issue requirement mandates insurance carriers offer their health insurance plans to any individual without limitation or exclusion for any pre-existing condition. Its community rating restriction bars insurers from adjusting insurance premiums based on the health risks presented by the applicant. Actuarial value requirements mandate carriers pay a heightened percentage of benefit costs that are tied to four levels (or, metal tiers) of coverage. The ACA’s essential health benefits requirement prohibits carriers from offering individual marketplace plans that do not contain ten codified categories of services, even when the consumer needs and prefers less.

These regulations were intended to work in tandem with the ACA’s “individual mandate,” which required all Americans to hold insurance policies or face a limited monetary penalty each year.

---

4 42 U.S. Code § 18001
6 42 U.S. Code § 18022
9 The Affordable Care Act also mandates plans to include two additional benefits: 1) birth control coverage; and 2) breastfeeding coverage. See, “Find out What Marketplace Health Insurance Plans Cover.” Healthcare.gov, https://www.healthcare.gov/coverage/what-marketplace-plans-cover/.
The individual mandate was intended to keep healthy individuals who are typically low-utilizers of insurance in the market to offset the costs of high-utilizers of insurance. Unfortunately, because the ACA created a perverse incentive for people to forgo insurance until they developed an illness, costs across the board rose dramatically, which required higher premiums on the existing plans in the individual market exchanges. Not surprisingly, the premium spikes further repelled healthy individuals.

The ACA’s essential health benefits requirements and actuarial value provisions have further contributed to premium inflation. The essential health benefits requirement stripped states of the ability to decide the minimum features of plans within their borders and eliminated the ability for consumers to choose plans personalized to their needs without unnecessary expense. Indeed, before the ACA, thousands of state-level laws existed setting forth minimum benefits. The ACA’s actuarial value provision prohibits access to plans with an actuarial value of less than 60 percent and set up tiers of plans on the ACA exchanges at 60, 70, 80, and 90 percent. Other related ACA regulations included out-of-pocket maximums and prohibitions on annual and lifetime limits.

Furthermore, the ACA imposes a “medical loss ratio” requirement on insurance carriers which prevents them from spending more than 20 percent of their revenue generated by premiums from the exchange plans (15 percent in the employer market) to cover their overhead costs (e.g., marketing, salaries, agent commissions, administrative expenses) or profits. The ACA also prohibits insurers from allowing profits from one market to offset losses in another.

While those regulations provide the core of the ACA individual market restrictions, ACA regulations in the employer market have also been significantly disruptive. For example, similar to the individual mandate, the ACA also created an employer mandate, which requires businesses with more than 50 full-time employees to provide health insurance to at least 95 percent of employees and their dependents up to the age of 26. Full-time employees are defined as those who work over 30 hours per week. Furthermore, the coverage provided to each employee must be “affordable,” such that the employee’s share of the monthly premiums for the lowest-cost, self-only coverage option is less than 9.86 percent of household income. Employer plans must also meet the minimum actuarial value threshold of 60 percent, as well as out-of-pocket maximums and prohibitions on annual and lifetime limits. If employers do not provide coverage that meets these conditions, they can be fined thousands of dollars per employee.

11 The individual mandates’ penalty was reduced to zero, effectively nullifying it, in H.R.1 - An Act to provide for reconciliation pursuant to titles II and V of the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2018, more commonly known as the “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.”

According to the U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, “actuarial value” refers to “the percentage of total average costs for covered benefits that a plan will cover. For example, if a plan has an actuarial value of 70%, on average, one would be responsible for 30% of the costs of all covered benefits. However, you could be responsible for a higher or lower percentage of the total costs of covered services for the year, depending on your actual health care needs and the terms of your insurance policy.” See, “Actuarial Value - Health care.gov Glossary.” Healthcare.gov, https://www.healthcare.gov/glossary/actuarial-value/.
Low-Income Subsidies

The ACA provides premium assistance subsidies in the form of advanceable tax credits to help pay for the health insurance premiums of low-income individuals on the ACA exchanges. Almost nine out of ten enrollees in the ACA exchange markets are eligible for premium subsidies.\textsuperscript{15} The federal government is expected to provide nearly $700 billion in these premium assistance subsidies over the next ten years.

Generally, to qualify for the ACA exchange subsidies, individuals must have a household income between 100 to 400 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL) and cannot be eligible for certain other health insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{16} The subsidies are structured so that an individual does not have to pay more than a certain percentage of their income toward their premiums, with the federal government paying the remainder of the premium price. The percentage of their income a person must contribute increases the closer their income gets to 400 percent FPL. While the subsidy is technically a tax credit, it is advanceable so the individual can receive it monthly to offset their premiums. Because this premium structure lacks a consumer-driven incentive to contain premiums, steep increases in premium costs have resulted since the ACA’s enactment.

The premium subsidies for low-income individuals were an expensive consequence of the ACA’s regulatory framework and the individual mandate. This was simple math from the beginning. Since the ACA required every American without public or employer-based coverage to obtain and maintain health insurance regardless of their income level or desire to purchase a plan, and the ACA’s regulations would inevitably result in increased premiums in the individual marketplace, the ACA had to provide for premium subsidies.

Further, in its attempt to make the services provided by an insurance plan less expensive for lower-income individuals, the ACA also created cost-sharing subsidies for individuals whose income falls between 100 and 250 percent FPL. The cost-sharing subsidies are only for people enrolled in a “silver” tier health plan. Initially, insurers were required to front the costs of reducing out-of-pocket expenses, and the federal government promised to later reimburse those cost-sharing reduction (CSR) payments to the insurers. However, in October 2017, a federal court ruled those reimbursement payments unconstitutional and canceled them because Congress never appropriated the necessary funding.

Despite the lack of federal reimbursement payments, the ACA still requires insurers to reduce the cost-sharing expenses for eligible silver plan holders. To cover their losses, insurers simply raised the premiums of their silver plans knowing that the federal government would be forced to pay for the premium increases through the provision of premium tax credit subsidies.


Medicaid Expansion

Created by law in 1965, the original intent of Medicaid was to provide a safety net for the poorest and sickest Americans. Medicaid functions through a federal-state framework where each state administers its own Medicaid program, and the federal government provides the majority of funding. States are required to finance a portion of their Medicaid program pursuant to a match rate determined by the statutory Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP) formula. While a state’s FMAP reimbursement rate is based on that state’s per capita income relative to U.S. per capita income, the law requires the federal government to reimburse at least 50 percent of state Medicaid expenses to a maximum of 83 percent. The remaining percentage is not reimbursed and thus borne by the state. The 50 percent floor results in a number of wealthy states receiving more than their fair share of federal funding. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that if there was no floor to the FMAP calculation, mandatory spending would be reduced by $394 billion between 2021 and 2028.

Medicaid was originally designed to finance the health care needs of poor children, pregnant women, persons with disabilities, adults with dependent children, and the elderly. Before the ACA expansion of Medicaid, eligibility was contingent upon meeting both income and categorical (i.e., pregnant, disabled, elderly, etc.) standards, the details of which are largely controlled at the state level. Accordingly, for half a century after its creation, Medicaid was a program reserved for those vulnerable populations.

The ACA changed this model when it allowed states to expand Medicaid eligibility to cover healthy, able-bodied adults without dependents with incomes up to 138 percent of FPL. The ACA’s Medicaid

---

18 Fourteen states are projected to have an FMAP that would fall below the 50 percent statutory floor. See, “FY 2020 FMAP Projections.” FY 2020 FMAP Projections | Federal Funds Information for States, https://www.ffis.org/node/4765.
22 Originally, Obamacare mandated states to expand their Medicaid programs, but this was held to be unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court. National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519 (2012).
expansion was initially financed entirely by federal taxpayers at a 100 percent FMAP. The federal share phased down to 95 percent beginning in 2017 and will decrease to 90 percent by 2020, where it will remain indefinitely.  

Medicaid’s overall FMAP reimbursement structure incentivizes states to utilize a financing gimmick known as “provider taxes” to draw more federal funds without increasing net state expenditures. As a report by the Mercatus Center has explained, “Under provider tax schemes, health care providers are given increased Medicaid payments in exchange for paying higher taxes. Such arrangements increase states’ Medicaid expenditures—but only on paper. They do not require additional funding from the states’ tax base. They do, however, spur the federal government to reimburse its statutorily required share of the artificial spending increase.” Republicans are not the only ones to point out the issue with provider taxes. As the report notes, “Provider taxes were discussed as part of the high-profile deficit reduction negotiations between the Obama administration and congressional Republicans and Democrats in 2011, with Vice President Joe Biden reportedly referring to them as a ‘scam’ that should be eliminated.”

THE ACA: FAILING THE PEOPLE IT WAS DESIGNED TO PROTECT

When the ACA was being proposed, its sponsors made big promises. “If you like your plan, you can keep your plan, and if you like your doctor, you can keep your doctor,” they assured the American people. “You will even see a reduction in premiums by an average of $2,500 or more!” Of course, this is not what has happened, and PolitiFact even named that first promise 2013’s “Lie of the Year.” These broken promises became apparent and infamous soon after the ACA was signed into law. Such broken promises illustrate how the ACA has failed to improve—and in many ways harmed—America’s health care system. Moreover, these broken promises have caused even greater struggles for millions of Americans, including those with pre-existing conditions. While Democrats argue that keeping the ACA will guarantee that no one is denied health insurance because of their medical history, that guarantee is illusory. As history has proven, the ACA has not fulfilled its promise to guarantee plan retention, affordability, quality of care or availability of doctors. Indeed, its result has been quite the contrary.

Perhaps the most glaring failure of the “Affordable Care Act” is that it has not made health care more affordable. Under the ACA, average premiums for health insurance in the individual market more than doubled nationwide between 2013 and 2017, and even tripled in some states. For many working-class Americans, this drove the price of health insurance premiums to prohibitively high levels. Many other Americans simply had their plans stripped away. In fact, in the wake of the ACA’s enactment, approximately 4.7 million Americans received notices that their health insurance plan was being canceled.

---

26 Id. Pg. 4
The ACA’s major flaw, in this respect, is a systemic one rising from the interaction of its regulatory provisions. Preceding the implementation of the ACA, carriers in the individual market could deny and upcharge applicants to reflect any increased health risks presented by the applicant. This process, known as underwriting, is a core tenet of any functioning insurance market. As a result, preceding the ACA, people had an incentive to purchase insurance before developing a health condition that would increase the costs of their coverage.

Conversely, the ACA’s regulatory framework—namely its inflexible guaranteed issue and community rating provisions—incentivizes people in the individual market to act irresponsibly and to delay purchasing health insurance until after they develop a disease or illness. In other words, there is neither a carrot nor a stick for proactively and responsibly purchasing and maintaining insurance under the ACA. Applicants cannot later be turned down or required to wait, and they cannot later be required to pay a higher premium. Not surprisingly, under the ACA, a high percentage of individual market participants consists of those people who simply waited until they got sick to seek coverage. This unsustainable model has driven costs to exorbitant levels.

Health insurance premiums for individual coverage on the ACA exchanges more than doubled between 2013 and 2017, and continued to rise in 2018.31 As pointed out by Michael Tanner of the Cato Institute, “A study by McKinsey and Company for the Department of Health and Human Services found that as much as 76 percent of premium increases since 2010 can be traced to the ACA’s regulations.”32 While overall premiums did not increase for 2019, this was not a result of the ACA working, but rather is attributable to the handful of states that received permission to deviate from certain ACA regulations and thus experienced premium decreases significant enough to lower the average nationwide.33

Like many Americans in 2013, my wife and I received a letter from our insurance company telling us our plan had been canceled due to Obamacare. Our plan had a premium of around $400 per month with a $3,500 per person deductible before Obamacare. We were then offered an Obamacare compliant plan with a premium of $1,381 per month (nearly a 250% increase), with a $5,500 per person deductible.

If we paid a years’ worth of premiums and our full deductible, this plan would have required us to pay over $20,000 before insurance kicked in. It effectively was not insurance. We looked at the Obamacare exchange plans but none of them included our doctors and they were all similarly expensive.

We were fortunate enough to find a non-Obamacare option called a health sharing ministry plan that had a similar cost to the coverage we had before Obamacare. For several years this met our needs, but then I was diagnosed, with life threatening colon cancer. To make matters worse, a few days before my diagnoses I lost my job at a private Christian school.

We discovered that the best hospital for my cancer was in Houston and they agreed to accept me as a patient, but they would not accept our health sharing ministry plan because it was not insurance. The treatment was going to cost ten of thousands of dollars, money we just did not have. My son set up a GoFundMe page and we were able to raise the funds I needed for my treatment due to the generosity of our family, friends, and community.

Thankfully, the treatment was successful, and I am still cancer free today. However, Obamacare created a health care crisis for me. It stripped away my coverage before I developed a pre-existing condition and then made getting coverage unaffordable after I developed one. I know I am very fortunate and others in a similar situation may have had a different outcome.

People like me got left behind by Obamacare. We deserve better.

While the ACA’s effects on the individual marketplace typically garner the lion’s share of attention, the employer marketplace—where half of all Americans get their health insurance—has suffered greatly as well. For instance, employer-sponsored family plans have experienced a 49 percent increase in premiums between 2010 and 2019. In fact, according to the 2019 Kaiser Family Foundation annual survey, average family premiums in the employer market eclipsed $20,000 this year for the first time in 2019.14

Also disheartening for American families is the growth rate at which premiums have far outpaced wage growth and inflation. Since 2008, average family premiums for employer-sponsored coverage have increased 55 percent, twice as fast as wage growth (26 percent) and three times as fast as inflation growth (17 percent).  

The other major cost-related impediment to accessing care under the ACA has been the dramatic increase in deductibles. While often attracting less attention than the law’s impact on premiums, this failure of the ACA is perhaps just as dangerous for individuals with health conditions. Though a person with a health condition technically can get access to a plan and may even receive federal subsidies to help pay for it, they may be faced with an insurmountable deductible that forces them to forgo seeking medical care. In 2019, the average medical deductible for an individual bronze plan is $5,977. Moreover, the portion of Americans under 65 who carry a high deductible plan has increased from 33.9 percent in 2013 to 43.7 percent in 2017.

SINCE 2008, GENERAL ANNUAL DEDUCTIBLES FOR COVERED WORKERS HAVE INCREASED EIGHT TIMES AS FAST AS WAGES

NOTE: Average general annual deductibles are among all covered workers. Workers in plans without a general annual deductible for in-network services are assigned a value of zero. SOURCE: KFF and KFF/HERI Employer Health Benefits Surveys. Consumer Price Index, U.S. City Average of Annual Inflation (April to April); Seasonally Adjusted Data from the Current Employment Statistics Survey (April to April).

Id.


The ACA has resulted in many families feeling like they have been painted into a corner. Such was the case with the Daverts, a family of a mother with brittle bone disease, a father with cerebral palsy, and twins with brittle bone disease. The mother, Melissa Davert, tells their story in Figure 2.

What makes the increase in deductibles even more significant, particularly for working-class individuals and families, is how little financial maneuverability most American families have to absorb increased and unexpected costs. In 2016, only half of single person households had $2,000 in savings available for such costs. Family households fair only slightly better, with just six in ten possessing such savings. Among millennials, the picture is even more bleak, with six out of ten reporting they do not have enough savings to absorb a $1,000 emergency expense.\(^3^9\)

Therefore, it should come as no surprise that according to a National Public Radio survey, one in five Americans have postponed, delayed, or canceled some kind of health care services in the preceding three months, such as a doctor’s appointment or medical procedure because of cost.\(^4^0\) Again, among millennials, the effects are more pronounced. About one-third of people under age 35 reported that they had been deterred by costs from obtaining needed health care, compared with only 8 percent of people 65 and older.\(^4^1\)

The increases in deductibles under the ACA are not limited to the individual marketplace and are actually more extreme in the employer marketplace. Given the fact that employer-sponsored coverage is by far the most common type of insurance in America (the ratio of employer-sponsored coverage to the individual marketplace is currently nine to one), the relative significance is greatly expanded. Between 2008 and 2018, the average annual deductible for single employer-sponsored coverage more than quadrupled.\(^4^2\) Since 2013, the increase is 53 percent. Over the same period, this increase in deductibles grew eight times as fast as the growth of wages.\(^4^3\)

The ACA’s regulatory structure has not only caused insurers to raise their costs, it has also perpetuated a reduction in the quality of the health coverage provided by exchange plans. Because they are forced to charge all individuals the same premium regardless of their health risks, the ACA has created a system that punishes insurers for offering high-quality care to the sick, which economists find results in inadequate coverage for all Exchange enrollees. Michael Cannon of the Cato Institute has explained this perverse effect as follows:

---


\(^4^1\) Id.


I live with my husband and twin children, in Michigan. We have unique health challenges. My children and I have brittle bone disease and my husband has cerebral palsy. For a time, we received health insurance through my employer, but I had to take disability leave due to my condition. We received insurance through COBRA for two years, until I was eligible for coverage on Medicare. However, since Medicare did not provide coverage for our children, we were required to purchase a private health insurance plan for them. The plan had an expensive premium, but it covered my children’s specific health care needs, and it had a relatively low out of pocket family maximum of $2,500 per year.

We were doing well with little complaint until Obamacare. In the Fall of 2013, we learned that the private plan we’d purchased for our children was going to be canceled, because it didn’t meet Obamacare’s requirements. The Obama Administration promised to protect people like us with pre-existing conditions and assured us we could keep our plan if we liked it, but that was not the case.

We immediately started looking for a new plan through the federal exchange. The least expensive plan that was accepted by our children’s doctors included a $5,100 out of pocket maximum for each child. Suddenly, because our children’s health care needs are significant, we were looking at out-of-pocket medical bills of up to $10,200 per year. Even worse, it mandated we pay for things we did not want or need, like abortion coverage. Often ignored is the fact that under Obamacare people with disabilities were (and are) the ones who absorb the costs through higher out of pocket maximum limits. Thankfully at the time our children remained fairly healthy and had supplemental insurance through the state of Michigan, which covered out-of-pocket costs relating only to their disability and their monthly insurance premiums, or this would’ve been financially catastrophic for us.

Two years ago, our children were forced to accept Medicare, because premiums for all the private plans they were eligible for skyrocketed and were totally unaffordable. To summarize, they were stripped of their original private plan due to Obamacare, then they lost those plans because they were eventually cancelled or the premiums were unaffordable, and now they are forced to take government-sponsored insurance with a huge out-of-pocket medical cost liability and awful prescription coverage.

With our children about to finish college, we have a new obstacle. They recently turned 21 years old and aged out of their state-funded supplemental insurance plan. My children don’t want to sign up for Medicaid, because they’ll be forced to stay at home and not work, or risk losing coverage if they do work. Our kids, just like any other 21-year-old, want to get a job and go to work to save up for a car and a home someday.

Since our income is limited to disability and my husband’s part-time job, it’s difficult to pay our medical bills. We sit down as a family every year to re-analyze the insurance plan we purchase. We must guess which kind of catastrophic problem we think the kids might have that year and pick a plan that might cover what we might need.

We feel people like us with disabilities and pre-existing conditions have been forgotten and left behind by the current system. We need a system that prioritizes our personal health care needs and provides everyone with affordable options, while enabling those who can to work.
To illustrate, suppose insurers expect the average Multiple Sclerosis (MS) patient to file $61,000 in claims and Obamacare requires insurers to charge those patients a premium far below that amount—say, $10,000. If each MS patient brings an insurer $10,000 in premiums but costs them $61,000 in claims, then each MS patient an insurer attracts represents a $51,000 loss. Since MS patients care a lot about the quality of their coverage, they will find and enroll in whichever health plans offer the best MS coverage. The better the MS coverage an insurer offers, the more money the insurer loses.\(^\text{44}\)

As a consequence, insurers have routinely implemented reductions in the quality of coverage to avoid attracting too many chronic illness patients—which ultimately require premium increases that repel others without immediate health care needs. As a consequence, the ACA has resulted in substantial reductions in the quality of care and access to medical tests and treatments, and better hospitals, doctors and treatment facilities.

For instance, the ACA exchange plans have increasingly excluded top-tier hospitals and doctors from their networks. Since 2015, nearly three-quarters of all exchange insurance plans suffered from reduced networks.\(^\text{45}\) Individuals with chronic illnesses have been increasingly deprived of the choice to seek out the best doctors available to treat their conditions. Instead of paying for better quality physicians, insurers have narrowed their networks of doctors to certain providers who will accept lower payments and potentially provide a lower quality of care. Additionally, because networks are narrowed and patients are funneled only to specific doctors, the overall quality of service also goes down because many doctors become overwhelmed with their patient volumes. This so-called “race-to-the-bottom” and the narrowing of networks is a growing crisis. Although the sponsors of the ACA promised to reduce the cost of health care and improve its quality—the result has been exactly the opposite of what was promised.

Narrowed networks force real families to make difficult choices. A recent volume of the Minnesota Journal of Law, Science & Technology highlighted the struggles the Blanker family faced while seeking care for their daughter in the Seattle, Washington area. At five-months-old, Gabriella was diagnosed with a rare genetic defect that caused her skull bones to fuse. Without proper treatment, it would be life-threatening. Her family had purchased an insurance plan off the Washington State exchange, only to find out later that the Seattle Children’s Hospital, which was the best place for her to seek care, was out-of-network with their plan. They had two options: either seek care at in-network hospitals that offered lower quality care, or purchase a more expensive individual plan for Gabriella that had Seattle Children’s Hospital in-network. Thankfully, the Blanker family had the means to afford the more expensive plan so Gabriella could get the best care available. However, that is not an option everyone would be able to take. As the Journal summarized, “For the unlucky few with a serious illness, narrow networks may challenge their ability to access medically necessary, and even life-saving care.”\(^\text{46}\)


\(^{46}\) Blake, Valerie “Narrow Networks, the Very Sick, and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: Recalling the Purpose of Health Insurance and Reform”, 16 Minn. J.L. Sci. & Tech. 63 (2015).
The ACA has also contributed to the infamous problem of “surprise billing,” when a hospital sends a bill to a patient following their care and demands payment for the difference between what the provider charged and what the insurer paid. This often occurs when a provider, such as an anesthesiologist, is not in the patient’s network and the patient unknowingly receives care from the provider. Because the ACA has narrowed networks to as little as one or two facilities per region, patients have little option in their choice of where they receive their care. The greater the migration of providers from in-network to out-of-network, the more likely it is that patients unknowingly receive costly care from an out-of-network provider.

Additionally, due to health care provider shortages, hospitals are often forced to resort to staffing services to fill positions that have not yet been hired – such as anesthesiologists, physicians or radiologists.47,48 By narrowing networks and causing a lack of choice and competition, the ACA has created a perfect storm for the incidences of surprise billing.49,50,51

The stark rise in premiums and deductibles is not just due to the overregulation of the insurance market itself. Rather, the ACA structurally altered the entire health care marketplace. Through perverse incentives, including various market-distorting subsidies and the promotion of accountable care organizations with enhanced reimbursements, the ACA has led to a resurgence in hospital consolidations not seen since the late 1990s.52 This increased hospital market concentration has led to increases in the price of hospital services,53 as larger systems have greater leverage. As one would expect, these artificially incentivized costs “are passed on to health care consumers in the form of higher premiums, lower benefits, and lower wages.”54

The ACA’s heavy-handed approach has directly fueled the precipitous decline in independent physician practices, with a majority of physicians now becoming employees, typically of large hospital systems.55 The push towards vertical integration was intentional. In a letter published by the Annals of Internal Medicine in 2010, three Obama administration health care advisers boasted, “The economic forces put in motion by the Act are likely to lead to the vertical organization of providers and accelerate physician employment by hospitals and aggregation into larger physician groups.”56
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was revised after a public outcry, there is little doubt that vertical and horizontal integration was a core tenet of the ACA. This push may make sense if these larger systems provided better, more cost-effective care. Yet, not only are prices higher in these larger, integrated systems, but quality suffers too.57 58 59

The ACA has also pushed major insurers to flee the market, leaving many Americans over the years with a Hobson’s choice to “shop” for insurance in a market with only one available option. In some locations, insurers have completely abandoned ship, leaving entire communities without a single available exchange plan.60 While there have been no new instances of this zero-option dilemma in 2019, more than two-thirds of communities in the United States currently have just two insurance carriers or less, and more than one-third have just one carrier from which to “choose.”61 The story of Pamela in Nebraska is a perfect example of how average Americans are stripped of affordable options under the ACA. Since 2014, she has had six plans stripped from her, and now faces exorbitant premiums. Today, only one insurance carrier operates in Nebraska’s 93 counties.62 Pamela tells her story in Figure 3.

The ACA has also hurt Americans, particularly those earning lower incomes, by reducing their job prospects. The culprit is the ACA’s employer mandate, which has drawn criticism from liberal and conservative groups alike.63 As one would expect, the mandate’s requirement that employers with at least 50 full-time employees (FTE) provide all of those employees health insurance has compelled many small businesses to undertake negative hiring and employment decisions to avoid breaching the 50 FTE threshold. The left-leaning Urban Institute has even admitted that “[e]liminating it will remove labor market distortions that have troubled employer groups, and which would harm some workers.”64

The extent to which the employer mandate has inhibited job creation in the United States is well documented. According to a paper published by the Becker Friedman Institute for Research in Economics at the University of Chicago, “roughly 250,000 positions...are absent from [small] businesses because of the ACA...”65 From a broader perspective, the Congressional Budget Office estimated that the ACA generally would cause a reduction in full-time-equivalent employment of about 2.3 million by 2021.66

Even during the post-Great Recession economic recovery, “[t]he implementation of the employer mandate...”
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On the surface, I should be an ardent Obamacare supporter. Before it became the law of the land, I was denied coverage because of a pre-existing condition. I have regularly purchased my insurance through the exchange, and I received government subsidies to help pay my premiums, keeping my costs relatively in check compared to many others.

However, my situation has been far from rosy. I have been forced to find new insurance nearly every year as Obamacare wreaked havoc on the health care market in Nebraska. Since 2014, I have had six different insurance plans. Additionally, it has been a struggle finding a plan that would allow me to keep my doctors, especially my doctor I have regularly used across the state border in Colorado.

Unfortunately, none of that compares to the situation I have been faced with this last year. My husband and I sold a rental property we had used for years as a second income and it caused me to no longer qualify for the government subsidies. While I always knew Obamacare was expensive, I was forced to fully confront exactly how outrageously expensive plans had become.

Instead of paying several hundred a month in premiums, my plan was now going to cost $4,300 per month in premiums without the subsidy. How could anyone possibly afford this?

Nebraska is down to one insurance carrier, so I had very few options. Thankfully, the Trump administration made changes to short-term health insurance plans, which allowed me to purchase a one-year plan for roughly $4,500 for the year.

While it does not include preventative care or anything out of network, meaning I will no longer be able to see my doctor in Colorado, it does provide an affordable short-term safety net. For the time being I will have to delay much of my preventative care until a better option comes forward.

People like me need a system that is affordable— that allows us to see our doctors — and fits our own unique personal needs.

Furthermore, hundreds of thousands more Americans saw reductions in their hours as a consequence of the employer mandate. A June 2016 paper sponsored by the Upjohn Institute concluded that half a million retail, hospitality, and food service workers were pushed into part-time employment after employers were forced to...
cut the hours of their employees.\textsuperscript{68} Goldman Sachs also determined that “a few hundred thousand workers might be working part-time involuntarily as a result of the Affordable Care Act.”\textsuperscript{69}

Overall, “businesses… reported that, because of the ACA, they hire fewer workers or at least fewer full-time workers…Employers with 30-49 FTEs are also disproportionately likely to report that they hire less or have shorter work schedules because of the ACA.”\textsuperscript{70} The most common small-employer employment practice change (25 percent of the full sample) was that weekly hours were being reduced. This should come as no surprise because, and as the University of Chicago paper points out, “[b]usinesses not offering ESI that would otherwise be large can sharply reduce their costs by cutting their employment below the threshold.”\textsuperscript{71}
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Some employers even made the difficult decision to drop their employer-sponsored coverage entirely and cut their FTEs below 50. Indeed, the University of Chicago paper’s findings are consistent “with the hypothesis that a number of businesses that would have been close to, but above 50 FTEs are induced by the ACA to both (a) drop ESI – doing so permits their employees to receive exchange subsidies – and (b) reduce their employment in order to avoid the employer penalty.”72 This left workers forced to navigate the ACA exchanges to find coverage, which was often more expensive and of lower quality than the health care they had previously received or would have received from their employer.

**THE ACA’S FAILED MEDICAID EXPANSION**

In 2009, Edward Miller, Johns Hopkins Medicine’s then-dean and CEO, cautioned against the immense strain that the ACA’s expansion could place on existing Medicaid providers.73 His prophetic and nonpartisan comments echoed the concerns many analysts had then and now. He stated, “We... endorse efforts to improve the quality and reduce the cost of health care. But we also understand all too well the impact a dramatic expansion of Medicaid will have on us and our state—and likely the country as a whole. A flood of new patients will be seeking health services, many of whom have never seen a doctor on more than a sporadic basis. Some will also have multiple and costly chronic conditions. And almost all of them will come from poor or disadvantaged backgrounds.”

Ten years and over $300 billion later,74 it is clear that the continued existence of the ACA’s Medicaid expansion is unsustainable and unwarranted.75,76 In addition to costing the federal government nearly another trillion dollars over the next ten years,77 the expansion has been shown to inflict a host of negative consequences related to care, including for Medicaid’s most vulnerable populations, and numerous harmful private market distortions.78 By expanding Medicaid to able-bodied individuals without dependents, it has forced pre-expansion Medicaid groups—such as poor pregnant women, blind and disabled people, children, and the elderly—to compete for care with the expansion population. Despite the program’s exorbitant costs, expansion is not improving health outcomes for new enrollees. Research also indicates that a majority of coverage gains under the expansion come from a corresponding reduction in private market insurance and that the expansion is causing increases in private health care costs.

As a result of the ACA’s Medicaid expansion, provider availability has suffered among Medicaid’s traditional, vulnerable populations. As pointed out by the Kaiser Family Foundation, studies draw a connection between longer wait times for appointments and greater difficulty in booking appointments with specialists. Overall, they demonstrate that expansion states had an increase in reports of medical
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care being delayed because of wait times for appointments. Community health centers, hubs for treating millions in medically underserved communities, in particular, reported that they were significantly more likely to have “increased wait times for appointments, possibly reflecting greater increases in demand for services associated with larger gains in coverage among health center patients in these states.” Looking at the availability of pediatric specialty care, one study found that Medicaid patients in expansion states were less successful in obtaining appointments than patients in non-expansion states.

Simultaneously, the ACA failed to address the existing issue of lengthy Medicaid waiting lists pervasive in expansion and non-expansion states. As one March 2018 study explains since the ACA took effect, tragically, at least 21,904 individuals on Medicaid waiting lists have died in expansion states. According to the Kaiser Foundation data available from 2017, the Waiting List Enrollment for Medicaid Home and Community Based Services Waivers totaled 707,378 individuals, including:

- 472,997 individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities;
- 189,187 aged, or aged and disabled, individuals;
- 11,409 individuals who are physically disabled;
- 28,952 children with disabilities;
- 1,357 individuals who suffer from mental health-related disabilities; and

As the 2017 Kaiser report aptly points out, “these are the individuals Medicaid was intended to help.” While waiting lists predated the ACA, they have grown dramatically following the ACA’s expansion. In fact, since 2010, waiting lists have increased by 38.4 percent. These waiting lists are not merely an inconvenience for the vulnerable populations on them, but rather the difference between a life without pain and one of agony. This plight was experienced by Lindsay Overman and her daughter Skylar, as explained in Figure 4.

It is also no secret that Medicaid, despite its destructive impact on federal and states budgets, may in fact result in health outcomes that are demonstrably worse for Medicaid recipients than for people who are completely uninsured. A well-known national study conducted by the University of Virginia examined outcomes for nearly one million people undergoing major surgical operations over a four-year period and determined Medicaid recipients are 13 percent more likely to die in the hospital after surgery than the uninsured, and 97 percent more likely to die than people with private insurance. Scott Gottlieb, the former FDA Administrator, stated bluntly in a Wall Street Journal piece, “Medicaid is worse than no coverage at all.” He also pointed to a sampling of research finding poor health
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Lindsey Overman and her family live in Arkansas. Her daughter Skylar was diagnosed with a rare condition called Schizencephaly in utero. There is no corrective procedure for Skylar’s condition, so the family focuses on treating her symptoms and everything that comes with her diagnosis.

According to Lindsey, “We go to the doctor sometimes 3 or 4 times a month. We try to prolong her life and give her the best life possible. She has a wonderful school and has a one-on-one nurse. But she relies on us for care for everything.”

The Medicaid program is supposed to provide health care to the truly needy, but that is not the Overmans’ experience. Skylar has been on the Medicaid waiting list for over 10 years. The ACA encouraged states like Arkansas to expand Medicaid to prioritize able-bodied adults over those with disabilities like Skylar. There are thousands of people on the Medicaid waiting list in Arkansas and over 80 people have died while waiting for services since the expansion.

“What’s frustrating on the Medicaid waiting list, is we’ve always been a number,” Lindsey has said. “I’ve seen people get services because they cheated the system. It’s easier for me, as I would receive more services if I quit my job and stayed at home and allowed the state to pay for things. But I work really hard and I am very determined to have a great life. I want to provide for my family more so than what the state is going to provide.”

After 10 years on the waiting list, the family finally found out Skylar was accepted, but then learned she would not end up being approved for services. The Overman family and patients like Skylar need a health care system that protects the truly vulnerable, without discouraging people like Lindsey from working to provide for their families.

Medicaid is also notorious for high levels of fraud, waste, and abuse. For every federally-funded dollar that Medicaid pays out, nearly 10 percent is done so improperly. In FY 2018, Medicaid covered about 75 million individuals and cost $629 billion, of which $393 billion came from the federal government. This means that in FY 2018, the federal government made approximately $36 billion in Medicaid payments in error. This mismanagement, exacerbated by the ACA expansion, translates into wasted resources that could be directed to better care for Medicaid’s vulnerable populations. Louisiana, which expanded in 2016, is illustrative of the program’s failures. “Since Louisiana expanded Medicaid in July
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2016, at least 5,534 Louisiana residents with disabilities have died—yes, died—while on waiting lists for Medicaid to care for their personal needs,” according to Chris Jacobs of the Juniper Research Group.\footnote{Jacobs, Chris. “The Inconvenient Truths of Louisiana’s Medicaid Expansion.” Lafayette Daily Advertiser, 17 May 2019, https://www.theadvertiser.com/story/opinion/2019/05/17/inconvenient-truths-louisianas-medicaid-expansion/3693606002/} Meanwhile, out of “100 Medicaid recipients studied by the [Louisiana Legislative Auditor], 93...did not qualify for benefits for at least one month they received them, [and] had an average—repeat, average— household income of $67,742. Fourteen of the recipients reported income of over $100,000.”\footnote{Pope, Chris. “HOW TO INCREASE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE BY REDUCING ACA CROWD-OUT.” Manhattan Institute, Jan. 2018, https://media4.manhattan-institute.org/sites/default/files/R-CP-0118.pdf.}

Additionally, Medicaid’s expansion has been responsible for several health insurance market distortions, namely “crowding out” of private insurance and increasing costs in the private market. Given the disparity of care between private insurance and Medicaid, pushing individuals out of employer-sponsored care and into Medicaid (i.e., “crowding out”) could have devastating consequences. While proponents of the Medicaid expansion typically rely heavily on how it extended insurance to millions of Americans, a 2018 study published by the Manhattan Institute points out that “57% of the increase in publicly subsidized insurance between 2007 and 2017 was offset by a decline in unsubsidized private insurance.”\footnote{Antonisse, Larisa, et al. “The Effects of Medicaid Expansion under the ACA: Updated Findings from a Literature Review.” The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 15 Aug. 2019, https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/the-effects-of-medicaid-expansion-under-the-aca-updated-findings-from-a-literature-review-august-2019/}

As the Kaiser Family Foundation points out, these declines occur when “employers alter their offering of coverage in response to the expansion of Medicaid.”\footnote{Roy, Avik. “How Ohio’s Medicaid Expansion Will Increase Health Insurance Premiums for Everyone Else.” Forbes Magazine, 10 June 2013, https://www.forbes.com/sites/thepathecity/2013/02/08/how-ohios-medicaid-expansion-will-increase-health-insurance-premiums-for-everyone-else/#70be55c519d7.}

Moreover, states that expanded Medicaid experienced an average increase of $177 per person in private-sector health care costs. This is caused by increased “cost-shifting,” where providers offset increased losses from taking on more Medicaid patients post-expansion. Even before the ACA, it was estimated that an average family paid an additional $1,800 on their private health insurance premiums per year because of the cost-shifting phenomenon.\footnote{Roy, Avik. “How Ohio’s Medicaid Expansion Will Increase Health Insurance Premiums for Everyone Else.” Forbes Magazine, 10 June 2013, https://www.forbes.com/sites/thepathecity/2013/02/08/how-ohios-medicaid-expansion-will-increase-health-insurance-premiums-for-everyone-else/#70be55c519d7.}

**THE DISASTER OF SINGLE-PAYER**

Clearly, the status quo is not working for the American people. The ACA has failed to make health insurance more affordable and has reduced the quality and accessibility of care. However, rather than focusing on reforms that would provide personalized and affordable care, many Democrats are using the ACA’s failures as a springboard for instituting a mandatory one-size-fits-all, government-run health care system that would eliminate all private forms of health insurance. This proposal is often referred to as a “single-payer” system.

Under such a government-run system, the federal government would act as the sole-financier of health care services for every American. Far from free, Americans would pay for their one-size-fits-all health insurance by paying twice as many taxes and swallowing lower-quality care and long wait times. In other words, the federal government would be the nation’s sole health insurer with thousands of faceless, unaccountable Washington bureaucrats playing gatekeeper between patients and the health
care services they need. Such a system would be a disaster for the American people, especially for those with chronic health conditions.

We can see the degradation in health care quality that stems from a one-size-fits-all, government-run health care system in the countries all over the world that have adopted it. For instance, in England, there are a record-setting 4.2 million patients on its National Health Service waiting lists. Moreover, 19 percent of cancer patients will wait over two months after referral for their first urgent cancer treatment. In Canada, the median waiting period in 2016 for a referral from a general physician appointment to see a specialist was 9.4 weeks. This is on top of the median wait of 10.6 weeks that elapses between a specialist visit and first treatment. Together, this means that the median wait after an initial doctor appointment to start treatment is around 4.5 months.

This system could also create an exodus of quality medical professionals from the health care field and a reduction in services offered by providers and hospitals. According to the Journal of the American Medical Association, due to reduced payment rates, a single-payer system could result in 1.5 million job losses in the hospital sector. Meanwhile, rural health centers, already struggling to keep their doors open, could be forced to close and leave those area residents without care. To offset revenue losses, services that had previously yielded smaller profit margins, like mental health, could be abandoned.

We can also see the disfunction of a government-run health care system in our own country with the U.S. Veterans Health Administration (VHA), which provides health care to 9 million military veterans each year. In 2014, it was revealed that at least 40 veterans seeking treatment with the Phoenix Veterans Affairs Health Care system died while waiting for appointments, and managers attempting to protect their performance bonuses purposefully hid a secret list of 1,400 – 1,600 sick veterans who had been waiting months for a doctor’s appointment. This is the type of care and management that comes from a health care system run by bureaucrats. According to a 2015 VHA report entitled, “Review of Alleged Mismanagement at the Health Eligibility Center,” as of September 2014, enrollment processing had a backlog of 867,000 health care applications, and of this backlog 307,000 applications (35 percent) belonged to applicants determined to be deceased by the Social Security Administration.
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For those who survive the waitlists, the toll of the VHA health care system can still be too much to bear. Former corporal in the 12th Marine Regiment, Jonathan LaForce, has written about the devastating struggles veterans face under the VHA’s government-run model, recounting “reports of vets who threw themselves out the upper windows of VA hospitals because of some moronic bureaucrat” and how one veteran “doused himself in gasoline in front of the clinic, lit himself on fire, and died.”

Not only would Americans be stuck with worse health care under a one-size-fits-all, government-run-system, it would come at enormous costs to taxpayers. One “lower bound” estimate conducted by the Mercatus Center concluded that such a plan would cost $32.6 trillion over the first 10 years. This cost estimate is verified by a nearly identical estimate from the Urban Institute. Even doubling federal individual and corporate income taxes would fail to finance the enormous proposal. The Mercatus Center paper warns, “it is likely that the actual cost of [a single-payer system] would be substantially greater than these estimates” because they assume the federal government would reimburse providers at Medicare rates. This assumption, however, is unrealistic, with government-run health care advocates already abandoning Medicare rates and supporting higher provider payments. This exact scenario has already played out in the state of Washington. Accordingly, Americans can expect that a one-size-fits-all, government-run system to not only raise federal spending and taxes but total national health care spending. In other words, the promise that Americans would pay less overall is a fallacy—not to mention the accompanying reductions in the quality and timeliness of health care.

If you like your plan, you will definitely not be able to keep it under a one-size-fits-all system of health care. Instead, what would be required is the complete elimination of employer-sponsored health insurance, resulting in roughly 160 million people losing their current health insurance coverage. The ACA has resulted in a few million people losing their coverage, but a complete government-run system would force nearly 200 million people off their employer-coverage as soon as it is implemented. A one-size-fits-all system would also include the total takeover of thousands of privately-owned health care providers. Additionally, seniors would be required to leave Medicare, a program they have paid into their entire lives, and would be moved into a new program where every American would compete for their benefits.

The RSC rejects this system, which would threaten the care of hundreds of millions of people, jeopardize the country’s economy, and result in Washington bureaucrats taking over the American health care system. Instead, we are proposing real solutions.
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THE RSC HEALTH CARE PLAN
A FRESH START

From the beginning, many advocates of the ACA sought to weaponize the issue of “pre-existing conditions” as a means to get their new law passed. The result has been that a vulnerable population of Americans has been used as political pawns. To extend insurance to individuals with pre-existing conditions, the ACA imposed a new regulatory scheme consisting of onerous mandates and laws that forced all Americans into insurance plans they did not need and could not afford. The RSC has always understood this is the wrong approach, and now a decade of increases in insurance costs and the overall reductions in the quality of available care under the ACA have proven the point.

In stark contrast to the failed ACA experiment and reckless calls for a one-size-fits-all, government-run system, the RSC offers a sustainable solution that would still provide protections for those Americans with pre-existing conditions without sacrificing the quality of care. The RSC plan envisions an individual marketplace in which the government no longer makes health care decisions for each American, but rather each individual is empowered with greater control over their own health care choices and resources. Moreover, while the ACA has disincentivized the purchase of insurance, the RSC plan is designed to reward responsibility, reduce barriers to continuously maintaining insurance, and provide a wider array of affordable options.
To accomplish these goals, it is necessary to transform the individual marketplace’s current regulatory structure, unwind the ACA’s Washington-centric approach, and largely return regulatory authority to the individual states. As explained in the following section, protections pertaining to guaranteed issue and the prohibition on coverage exclusions would be retailed under the RSC plan to reward continuous coverage and promote portability in the individual marketplace. Additionally, in order to provide Americans with health insurance options that fit their individualized needs and do not add unnecessary expenses, the RSC plan would undo the ACA’s regulations on essential health benefits, annual and lifetime limits, preventive care cost-sharing, dependent coverage, and actuarial value. Each state would again be allowed to dictate the minimum attributes and cost-sharing parameters of plans to best meet the needs of their own citizens. The ACA’s medical loss ratio, along with its competition-killing and premium-increasing effects, would be eliminated as well. In no case, however, would carriers be able to rescind, increase rates, or refuse to renew one’s health insurance simply because a person developed a condition after enrollment.

Additionally, states—and not the federal government—would be solely empowered under the RSC plan to establish restraints on the extent to which carriers could incorporate the health risks of individuals into premiums. Thus, the RSC plan would eliminate the ACA’s community rating, age banding, and single risk pool requirements. However, under the RSC plan, individuals with high risk medical conditions would have affordable access to state-run Guaranteed Coverage Pools under which their health care costs would be subsidized with federal grants and further contained by any state-enacted premium-setting restrictions. Separately, the RSC plan would ensure states receive federal grants designed to assist the states in flexibly providing low-income individuals with access to affordable coverage. Funding for these grants would be derived from repackaging the ACA’s premium subsidies and Medicaid expansion funding. Details regarding the RSC plan’s Guaranteed Coverage Pool funding and low-income grants are provided further below.

The cumulative effect of these changes would result in Americans being provided with more insurance choices that are personalized to their needs and available at affordable rates. In this way, the RSC plan is designed to facilitate the acquisition and continuity of coverage. These two elements are critical to the RSC’s holistic approach to neutralizing the issue of pre-existing conditions. People must be able to get and keep coverage before developing an adverse health condition.

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY

Enhancing portability of coverage is the cornerstone of the RSC’s approach to neutralizing the issue of pre-existing conditions. What is portability? The term refers to the ability of an insured individual to carry their insurance coverage protections with them. Enhancing portability is critical for purposes of preventing breaks in coverage, during which time an individual could develop a medical condition posing an impediment to obtaining health insurance. In this way, continuous coverage can be a de facto

113 Although the ACA regulations enumerated in this section would be eliminated at the federal level under the RSC plan, as has always been the case, states would retain the ability to reinstate them within their borders, and the RSC plan would do nothing to preempt this authority. Indeed, 11 states have preemptively codified Obamacare’s individual regulatory scheme or are considering doing so. See, Corlette, Sabrina, and Emily Curran. “Can States Fill the Gap If the Federal Government Overturns Preexisting-Condition Protections?” Commonwealth Fund, 7 May 2019, https://www.commonwealthfund.org/blog/2019/can-states-fill-gap-preexisting-condition-protections.

114 Short-term, limited duration plans, would continue, as is the case under ACA, to be renewable upon agreement of both the insured individual and carrier.
safeguard against pre-existing conditions, so long as the operative legal backdrop ensures that coverage protections are portable. Indeed, this is precisely the legal framework and peace of mind that the RSC plan provides.

**Enhanced Portability Protections**

Before the enactment of the ACA, individuals were afforded some degree of portability in the private health insurance arena, but this was primarily focused within the employer-sponsored market. Federal law generally prevented an employer that sponsored health insurance from precluding any employee’s participation in the plan because of an existing health condition. This guaranteed coverage requirement was subject to an optional, temporary period during which a pre-existing condition could be excluded from coverage, but that would be reduced month-for-month for periods of prior coverage.\(^{115}\) This rule applied whether the individual was entering the employer marketplace from the individual market or coming from another employer. The ACA later barred the temporary exclusion period.\(^{116}\) It also implemented the employer mandate applicable to employers with 50 or more full-time employees. The RSC plan does not propose reversing the ACA’s ban on exclusion periods in the employer market but our plan would eliminate the ACA’s job-killing employer mandate.

Pre-ACA federal law sought to facilitate the transition from the employer marketplace to the individual marketplace by providing certain portability protections to eligible individuals, such as guaranteed issue and a prohibition on pre-existing condition exclusions.\(^{117}\) These portability protections were dictated by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Eligibility was contingent upon the individual: 1) possessing credible health insurance coverage for at least 18 months without a break of 63 days; 2) exhausting any COBRA (or other continuation) coverage;\(^{118}\) and 3) having no eligibility for coverage under any employment-based plan, Medicare or Medicaid. A state could fulfill its duty to provide these portability protections by either requiring individual market carriers to supply them to eligible individuals (this was the federal default), or by instituting an alternative mechanism, such as a high-risk pool for eligible individuals.\(^{119}\)

This pre-ACA framework, however, left a gap in portability. While it largely provided portability for coverage going into a job, from job to job, and from a job to the individual marketplace, it did not reward individuals who maintained insurance with any portability protections when they moved within the individual marketplace. In other words, if a person sought to change carriers within the individual marketplace, he or she could be denied coverage based on their health status. The ACA ignored the opportunity to simply bridge that portability gap for individuals who have responsibly maintained insurance, and instead created a system that disincentivized individuals from purchasing insurance. This inevitably resulted in the reduced quality of care and cost-prohibitive premiums and deductibles that Americans are experiencing today.

\(^{115}\) Under HIPAA, the exclusion period could be as long as 12 months, reduced for each month of creditable coverage.

\(^{116}\) Under the ACA, employers are still allowed to require new employees to work for up to 90 days prior to becoming eligible to participate in the employer plan.

\(^{117}\) HIPAA’s provisions requiring guaranteed issue and prohibiting pre-existing condition exclusions for HIPAA-eligible individuals could alternatively be satisfied by implementation of, among other things, a qualified high-risk pool.
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The RSC plan proposes to bridge the portability gap that was left by HIPAA in the individual marketplace by providing enhanced portability protections for individuals as they move between and within the employer and individual marketplaces. Why would somebody move from an individual plan to individual plan? Perhaps that person has relocated to a new state which offers different plans, or perhaps a carrier no longer offers plans in a particular market. Because changes in individual circumstances can happen unexpectedly, the RSC plan would give individuals the flexibility to move through the private market.

First, under the RSC plan, movement into the individual marketplace from the employer marketplace would be facilitated by ensuring that individuals do not need to exhaust COBRA (or other continuation) coverage before entering the individual market with portability protections. Employer-sponsored plans are often far broader and more expensive than people need or can afford on their own. Consequently, people are routinely forced into having a lapse in continuous coverage because their COBRA plan is not a viable option. While the RSC plan would eliminate the need to exhaust COBRA, individuals would still have access to this coverage pursuant to their own choice, and employers would still have to provide it as an option.

Second, whether a person is moving from an employer plan into the individual marketplace or switching individual plans, they would receive the same coverage protections afforded to a person enrolling in employer-sponsored coverage under pre-ACA HIPAA law. In other words, everyone seeking coverage in the individual marketplace would have guaranteed issue protections and could not be refused a plan based on the enrollee’s health status, medical condition, claims experience, receipt of health care, medical history, genetic information, evidence of insurability, or disability. However, if a person does not have twelve months of continuous coverage, the person could be subject to an exclusion period of up to twelve months for an existing condition. Prior periods of continuous coverage would reduce any exclusion period month-for-month. The 63-day grace period for gaps in coverage would be maintained under the RSC plan. Additionally, as was the case under HIPAA, states would be able to satisfy the RSC plan’s portability protections through the implementation of a Guaranteed Coverage Pool providing these same portability protections.

Critically, the parameters of the RSC plan would simply serve as guardrails in the individual marketplace and would not in any way hinder states from shortening continuous coverage requirements, providing limitations on premiums for people with or without prior coverage, or adding any additional protections for people seeking a plan in the individual marketplace.

Lawmakers could also explore ways in which states could be given flexibility in providing these portability protections in the individual marketplace for those with continuous coverage. For instance, prior to the ACA, federal law allowed states to meet group-to-individual market portability protections by requiring carriers to offer eligible individuals access to their two most popular policies or access to a lower-level and higher-level coverage. Some states simply had a designated carrier serve as the guaranteed issue carrier.

121 HIPAA required 18 months of continuous coverage for individuals moving from the employer coverage to the individual marketplace before becoming eligible for portability protections (guaranteed issue and a prohibition on condition exclusions).
To ensure that ample options exist for Americans to possess continuous coverage, short-term, limited-duration plans would count toward periods of continuous coverage under the RSC plan. Additionally, the RSC plan would codify the Department of Health and Human Services’ new rule allowing short-term, limited-duration plans to last for a term of one year (and renewable for up to 36 months). Health care sharing ministry plans would also count toward continuous coverage. However, in order to combat a potential adverse selection issue where individuals with portability protections attempt to switch to a plan with more substantial benefits, carriers should be given the flexibility to apply the continuous coverage requirements on a benefit-by-benefit basis. Indeed, this concept existed to some extent prior to the ACA. Without such an option, insurers would be disincentivized from providing quality benefits, a phenomenon that has adversely affected the quality of care under the ACA. Again, this twelve-month period would be reduced month-for-month for periods that the individual possessed a particular benefit. In this way, individuals would be provided with the ability to change plans, but for the sake of a sustainable insurance market, safeguards would be put in place to prevent gaming the system.

Guaranteed Coverage Pools
The RSC plan would provide federal funding for states to supplement the medical costs of eligible high-risk individuals. The RSC plan refers to this mechanism as a Guaranteed Coverage Pool. These federally-funded, state-administered pools would provide premium stability in the individual marketplace, ensure that individuals with high-cost illnesses have access to affordable health coverage, and serve as a means of providing portability protections for individuals who have maintained continuous coverage.

More specifically, under the RSC plan, the federal government would make funding available for states to design and operate their own Guaranteed Coverage Pools. States would not be locked into a particular Guaranteed Coverage Pool mechanism, but rather would be given the freedom to use the federal funds to implement innovative, state-centric designs that would ensure everyone in the state’s pool has access to better care than under the ACA. The RSC plan would not require the federal government to operate a Guaranteed Coverage Pool if a state chooses not to do so, but simply would make funding available to states that do.

The RSC plan offers true flexibility to states to operate a Guaranteed Coverage Pool designed by them to best meet their citizens’ needs. For instance, states could choose to administer a Guaranteed Coverage Pool resembling a traditional high-risk pool. Prior to the ACA, more than thirty states operated such pools. Alternatively, states would have the flexibility to implement other innovative models to stabilize and reduce premiums within their borders. For instance, they could adopt the invisible high-risk pool model developed in Maine prior to the ACA, or build off of similar reinsurance programs recently implemented in several other states pursuant to ACA waivers.

Under the Maine invisible high-risk pool model, lawmakers designated certain high-risk conditions that would automatically qualify an individual for participation in the invisible high-risk pool. These
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conditions included congestive heart failure, HIV, COPD, kidney failure, and various cancers. Insurers also were given the discretion to cede individuals on a case-by-case basis after reviewing their medical history. Individuals qualifying for federal financing were still able to enroll in private coverage and were even unaware of the fact that their medical costs were largely being paid by such funding. Insurers were required to relinquish nearly all the premiums collected from high-risk individuals to the pool to assist with its financing. This also negated the opportunity for insurers to make a profit from placing individuals in the pool. Maine’s pool paid all medical costs for the individual beyond $10,000. With insurers bearing the risk up to this threshold, there was not a financial advantage to excessively designate individuals as high-risk.

Even when implemented in the context of the burdensome regulatory scheme in Maine—which was essentially the ACA—their risk-sharing model has been estimated to have reduced premiums 12 to 15 percent. When coupled with very minor regulatory reforms related to age-banding, mandated benefits, and cost-sharing flexibility, average individual market premiums were cut in half.

More recently, seven states, including Alaska, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, Oregon and Wisconsin, were awarded waivers under Section 1332 of the ACA to deviate from certain ACA mandates and redirect ACA subsidies toward uniquely designed reinsurance programs. While each of these states’ programs share similar designs to bring down premiums, and largely reflect the strategy of Maine’s original IHRP, they contain unique attributes reflecting the flexibility needed for effective implementation. As Doug Badger of the Heritage Foundation has explained:

All five have established attachment points (claims thresholds above which the reinsurance fund would begin to pay), ceilings (levels above which the reinsurance fund would no longer defray the claims costs), and coinsurance rates (the percentage of claims the reinsurance fund would pay between the attachment point and the ceiling). North Dakota, for example, proposes a reinsurance fund that would pay 75 percent of claims between $100,000 and $1,000,000. Colorado, by contrast, would set the claims range at $30,000 to $400,000, and would vary coinsurance by rating area (range of 45 percent to 85 percent). The ability of a state to tailor its waiver program to its market (and to vary the program to reflect market variations within the state) is an essential feature.

---

125 As explained by the Brookings Institution, “High risk” was determined based on having one of eight prior diagnoses (congestive heart failure, HIV, COPD, kidney failure, various cancers), or based on information the insurer collected from applicants through a detailed medical questionnaire. The questionnaire can be found here: http://www.mgara.org/Health%20Assessment%20Form.pdf. See, Hall, Mark, and Nicholas Bagley. “Making Sense of ‘Invisible Risk Sharing.’” Brookings Institute, 5 Mar. 2018, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/usc-brookings-schaeffer-on-health-policy/2017/04/12/making-sense-of-invisible-risk-sharing/.


Moreover, according to Badger, “Premiums in those waiver states fell by a median of 7.48 percent, while premiums in the other 44 states and the District of Columbia rose by a median of 3.09 percent. An additional five states (Colorado, Delaware, Montana, North Dakota, Rhode Island) project premium declines ranging from -16 percent to -5.9 percent in 2020 due to waivers.” The common lesson learned from these risk-sharing programs is that when states are allowed to innovate, they are able to reduce the cost of insurance without sacrificing the quality of care.

Notably, states were able to accomplish this inspite of the fact that they were all severely restricted in their regulatory flexibility. Maine’s IHRP was coupled only with minor reforms related to age-banding, mandated benefits, and cost-sharing flexibility. States carrying out 1332 waivers only waived the ACA’s single-risk pool requirement. Thus, it can be expected that, when coupled with the RSC plan’s more robust regulatory reforms, premiums would be driven down even further. Consequently, the individual marketplace would become a better, more affordable option for healthier people, including those who were previously uninsured. People would be attracted to and rewarded for obtaining individual marketplace coverage rather than repelled and disincentivized as they are under the ACA.

As noted above, states can satisfy the RSC plan’s individual marketplace portability protections through the implementation of a Guaranteed Coverage Pool that provides such protections. Accordingly, the coverage pool would have to: 1) provide immediate access to a plan and prohibit condition exclusions for individuals who have maintained twelve months of continuous coverage; 2) cap any condition exclusion period at twelve months; and 3) reduce any exclusions month-for-month for individuals with less than twelve months continuous coverage. Consequently, everyone with an existing condition who is seeking coverage in the individual market would be provided a pathway to obtaining complete coverage of all their conditions within just twelve months.

States would be free under the RSC plan to enact shorter exclusion periods. Prior to the ACA, the vast majority of states with high-risk pools capped their exclusion period at six months or shorter. Specifically, out of the states operating high-risk pools, two states had no exclusion period, five states had periods of 2 to 3 months, sixteen states had periods of 6 months, and nine states had periods of 9 to 12 months.

States would be given the flexibility to set other guardrails on the cost and attributes of a pool’s insurance coverage, too. For instance, states could set caps, relative to standard market rates, on the premiums of those high-risk individuals ceded to a Guaranteed Coverage Pool. Notably, the vast majority of states with high risk pools prior to the ACA limited premiums for their high-risk population to a ratio of 1.5:1 of standard market rates. Still, even including states with caps higher than 1.5:1, average premiums for high-risk individuals were 1.38:1 relative to market rates. Moreover, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation, “most pools offered a choice of plan options with different deductibles; in 29 programs, the plan option with the highest enrollment had a deductible of $1,000 or higher...” Compare this to plans under the ACA, where the average deductible for a bronze plan in 2019 is nearly $5,900.

---
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Federal funding for Guaranteed Coverage Pools would be delivered to states in the form of a grant derived from repackaging the ACA’s individual marketplace subsidies and Medicaid expansion. This reflects the method by which states receive federal funding for their reinsurance pools under 1332 waivers—through repackaging of the ACA subsidy spending. It should be noted that although states would be given maximum flexibility in utilizing Guaranteed Coverage Pool funds to lower costs for high-risk individuals, under the RSC plan, such funding could not be used to subsidize abortion benefits. Lawmakers could funnel funding through the current Children’s Health Insurance Program, as proposed in the Graham-Cassidy-Heller-Johnson proposal, to ensure that CHIP’s current pro-life protections attach automatically.

Overall, lawmakers must endeavor to determine the appropriate amount of funding that would be needed to bring stability to the individual marketplace to ensure that premiums for high-risk individuals are affordable, without shifting costs over to non-high-risk individuals to the extent they do not wish to purchase insurance. Though the potential $17 billion annual price tag may not seem ideal, it sets up a sustainable path for the individual marketplace and deters our nation from heading toward a government-run, one-size-fits-all health care system that would cost taxpayers more than $30 trillion over the next decade. The RSC plan’s reforms will incentivize continuous coverage and provide the opportunity to purchase affordable, personalized plans, which together will drive individuals to obtain coverage before they become sick. Consequently, the RSC plan will operate to neutralize the issue of pre-existing conditions and build a healthier marketplace.

Tax Benefit Equality

A sustainable health care plan which aims to address long-existing systemic problems must also address problems that predated the ACA. One such area in need of reform is the inequitable way in which health insurance expenditures are treated under antiquated tax laws. The RSC plan would remedy relevant tax code flaws to further facilitate personalized, portable, and continuous coverage.

The most notable flaw in the tax code as it relates to health care is the inequitable treatment between employer-sponsored and individually purchased health insurance. A person choosing to purchase health insurance with income from their paycheck is at a significant tax disadvantage versus a person receiving employer-sponsored insurance. When an employer spends money to purchase a plan for an employee, the employer does not have to pay payroll taxes on the benefit nor does the employee pay payroll or other federal and state income taxes on the benefit. On the other hand, if an employee seeks to purchase individual coverage, the funds they would use to do so are subject to each of those forms of taxation. This results in a massive financial disincentive for both the employee and the employer to provide wages for the purchase of individual insurance versus providing employer-sponsored coverage.

The tax-exempt status of employer-sponsored insurance has been called the “original sin” of the U.S. health care system. Though the Internal Revenue Service had generally considered fringe benefits

given by employers to be non-taxable, the exclusion of employer-sponsored health insurance premiums was codified by IRS guidance in 1943. Why? It was in response to the Executive Order 9250 issued by Franklin D. Roosevelt three months earlier, which froze wage and salary levels across the United States. This enormous regulation left businesses with only one option to compete for labor, to offer increased fringe benefits. After the IRS reversed its ruling in 1953, Congress then codified this practice into statute in 1954. \(^{138}\) Congress had no other choice at that time because the entire U.S. economy had spent a decade with employers funneling money into health insurance plans for their employees instead of wages.

This haphazard and overly invasive government interference is why the U.S. has its unique health care system—one in which the government has artificially made it cheaper for employers and employees to lock people into jobs and have employers handle health care negotiations for individuals, instead of increasing wages and giving people increased freedom over their income and health care choices. In other words, it is a major obstacle to moving towards a system focused on portability and personalized coverage.

This system has also greatly contributed to the high-priced health care market we have today. It decreases market efficiency because individuals who do not pay most of their health care costs directly are encouraged, and sometimes effectively forced, to enroll in needlessly expensive health insurance policies that further exacerbate over-utilization. Additionally, it reduces job flexibility by paying people to stay with their present job and not enabling them to switch to a more productive job. Studies have shown this tax treatment has significantly reduced wages, \(^{139}\) and the Congressional Budget Office has concluded that premiums are higher because of the exclusion. \(^{140}\)

The RSC plan proposes a more efficient system that would provide equal tax treatment in the employer and individual health insurance markets. Thus, the RSC plan would give individuals the ability to use health savings accounts (HSAs) to pay for premiums in the individual marketplace. The RSC plan would also preserve the existing above-the-line deduction for self-employed individuals.

By allowing individuals to use health savings accounts funds to pay for their health care premiums, the RSC plan allows individuals to take advantage of the triple-tax advantaged status of health savings accounts. First, funds that are deposited in a health savings account are not subject to income tax or payroll taxes (including individual and employer payroll taxes) when they are earned. Once in the account, funds are not subject to taxation for any interest accrued. Nor are funds taxed when they are removed from the health savings account and spent on qualifying medical costs. An individual who utilized their health savings account in this way would no longer be penalized for choosing to shop for a plan on the individual market. \(^{141}\) This will be akin to the Trump Administration’s Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA) rule, which the RSC plan supports codification of, except that instead of the funding belonging to the employers, the funds will belong to the individual. \(^{142}\)
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The benefits to the individual and the individual health insurance marketplace from equalizing tax treatment are vast. First, the inequitable tax treatment of employer-sponsored insurance can cause an employee to forgo valuable wages while being pushed into a plan that exceeds or does not match the needs of the individual. Equalizing tax treatment will pave the way for individuals to negotiate higher pay and pursue more affordable, personalized plans on the individual marketplace. Employees could also push for funds that would have gone toward an excessive employer-sponsored plan to be placed in full into their health savings account, purchase their own affordable plan, and save the remainder tax-free for future medical needs. Moreover, Americans would be given greater control over their own money and their health care choices.

It is also notable that greater control and personalization of health insurance will help combat the issue of health care over-utilization in the United States. If individuals are given greater ability to tailor their health insurance to their needs, they will be more likely to reduce not only unnecessary insurance components but also the extent to which they seek services that they would have accepted under an excessive employer-sponsored plan. This stands in contrast to the current employer market where individuals are often over-insured and can be unaware of the costs of the services they are receiving. Indeed, this “third-party payer” issue is a primary reason for the rapidly escalating health care costs in the United States.143 Perhaps more importantly, research shows that “reduction in overuse could bend the cost curve while concurrently improving quality.”144

Health insurance portability would also be enhanced through this approach. Individuals taking advantage of the RSC plan’s tax equality to purchase an individual plan would be able to carry their personalized individual coverage benefits regardless of whether they move jobs or become self-employed. This freedom will further facilitate continuous coverage to lock in those benefits and portability protections under the RSC plan and give the individual a true piece of mind. As the Cato Institute has succinctly stated, “Consumers are likely to appreciate the option of purchasing health insurance that doesn’t disappear when they get sick and lose their jobs.”145 In this way, tax equality works synergistically with the portability protections of the RSC plan to further neutralize the issue of pre-existing conditions.

Unleashing Health Savings Accounts
Beyond allowing individuals to use health savings accounts to pay health insurance premiums, the RSC plan would enact a significant amount of reforms to expand the accessibility and effectiveness of health savings accounts. In particular, the RSC plan would eliminate the requirement that health savings accounts be tied to a high-deductible plan, increase health savings accounts’ maximum contributions, and expand the scope of eligible health care expenditures.

Under current law, health savings accounts plans cannot be used in conjunction with plans that are not a “qualified high-deductible health plan.” This unnecessarily hampstrings the ability for millions of Americans to access this important savings tool. Accordingly, the RSC would eliminate this requirement to allow health savings accounts to be utilized even if a person does not have a health insurance plan.

The RSC also plan proposes an increase in how much can be contributed to a health savings account. Under current law, for 2019, $3,500 may be contributed to health savings accounts for an individual, and $7,000 for families.\(^{146}\) In 2018, the House of Representatives passed legislation to increase the contribution caps to $6,650 for an individual and $13,300 for a family.\(^{147}\) However, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation, the average annual family premium per enrolled employee for employer-based health insurance in 2017 was $18,687.\(^{148}\) Because of this, under the RSC plan, contribution limits would be increased even more to $9,000 per individual and $18,000 for families, in line with what the Cato Institute has proposed.\(^{149}\)

The RSC plan would also expand health savings accounts so that they could be used for a number of health services and products that currently must be paid for with after-tax dollars. Similar to allowing health savings accounts to pay for insurance premiums, health savings accounts would be able to pay for direct primary care, health care sharing ministries, and other non-traditional health insurance products, such as health status insurance. The RSC plan would allow working seniors, or anyone on Medicare, to have a health savings accounts and continue to contribute to it. Individuals enrolled in other public health insurance programs, such as those with Tricare, Indian Health Service, or Veterans benefits, would also be able to contribute to a health savings accounts. The RSC plan would allow people to contribute to a health savings account even if they or their spouse has a health Flexible Savings Accounts (FSA).
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\(^{148}\) "Average Annual Family Premium per Enrolled Employee For Employer-Based Health Insurance." The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 9 Aug. 2019, https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/family-coverage/?currentTimeframe=0&selectedDistributions=total-annual-premium&sortModel=\{"colId":"Location","sort":"asc"\}.

Furthermore, FSA and HRA balances could be converted into a health savings account, and FSAs could be rolled over year-to-year at the employer’s discretion. The plan would allow individuals to have a health savings account and retain access to retail or onsite medical clinics, chronic disease management services, or telemedicine that have been provided at no cost. Spouses who are health savings account-eligible and age 55 or older could deposit their catch-up contributions into one health savings account. It would allow HSAs, HRAs, and FSAs to pay for FDA-approved over-the-counter medicines without a prescription, but not for homeopathic products, dietary supplements, or fitness equipment. Lastly, health savings account funds would be protected in bankruptcy proceedings.

Critically, while the RSC plan would unleash health savings accounts, it would ensure that these accounts are pro-life and do not inadvertently allow a back-door method of subsidizing abortion procedures. Accordingly, the RSC plan would ensure these accounts cannot be linked to a plan that provides abortions, nor would abortions or abortion drugs be an eligible expense.

**PROTECTING MEDICAID’S VULNERABLE POPULATIONS**

The RSC plan calls on lawmakers to right-size the Medicaid program so that it can remain a sustainable health care safety net for vulnerable populations for generations to come. Total Medicaid spending has been on a runaway trajectory for decades. Federal spending on the program has ballooned from $14 billion in 1980, to $118 billion in 2000, to $375 billion in 2017, to a projected $702 billion in 2029. Medicaid expenditures on the Medicaid expansion population alone are projected to amount to nearly $938 billion over the next ten years. Nonetheless, enrollees often experience poor health outcomes, while the expansion has been accompanied by crowding out of the private market and direct competition with low-income vulnerable populations. The primary blame for Medicaid’s runaway costs rests with its open-ended entitlement structure and FMAP reimbursement formula which combine to incentivize states to increase their own spending and rely on provider taxes as a means of forcing larger federal assistance expenditures.

The first step to right-sizing Medicaid under the RSC plan is an immediate moratorium on future Medicaid expansions and the institution of a phase-out of the expansion’s enhanced FMAP rate. Through incremental reductions, the FMAP rate for the expansion population would eventually match normal FMAP rates. There is no reason why an able-bodied adult without any dependents should be more heavily subsidized than a poor pregnant woman, elderly person, child, disabled individual, or parent.

Second, the RSC plan would replace Medicaid’s current open-ended entitlement structure with separate per capita grants to help them address the health care needs of the traditional Medicaid populations—poor pregnant women, children, the elderly, the disabled, and parents. The federal Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), currently funded as a block grant, could also simply be combined with the Medicaid grant for children. Another separate block grant, a “flex-grant,” would allow states, subject to work requirements, to otherwise supplement the health needs of their low-income population. The flex-grant would be funded through repackaging funding from the ACA expansion and its exchange.
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subsidies. The flex-grant could be used by states for providing care for low-income individuals through subsidizing the purchase of private health insurance and alternative care delivery mechanisms, increasing overall insurance coverage, and reducing the premiums of Guaranteed Coverage Pool plans. However, under the RSC plan, at least half of a state’s flex-grant funding must be dedicated toward supporting low-income individuals’ purchase of private plans. Moreover, flex grants would be pro-life such that funding could not be used to provide access to abortion procedures or coverage that provides such procedures.

The amount of flex-grant money allocated to each state should initially reflect the amount of funding historically allocated to each state for Obamacare’s premium subsidies and their Medicaid expansion population followed by a gradual phase-out of the disparity between expansion and non-expansion states. Lawmakers may also want to consider allowing states to use a portion of their flex-grant to enhance care provided to their traditional Medicaid populations.

The size of the traditional population grants would be determined by establishing a per capita cap for beneficiaries in each group based on average federal expenditures for a beneficiary in the applicable group. Lawmakers could consider reducing the average federal expenditure calculation for states that but-for the statutory FMAP floor would have historically received a federal reimbursement rate below 50 percent. For a given year, these caps, adjusted annually using chained-Consumer Price Index (CPI), would be multiplied by the number of individuals enrolled in each group to determine the maximum amount of federal funding a state could receive.

This model has a number of benefits over the current flawed approach. The federal government would be allowed to better control the amount of Medicaid funding it provides to states while also providing programmatic flexibility to account for increases (and decreases) in enrollment. The issue of provider taxes would then disappear. Separate grants would also mean that Medicaid’s vulnerable populations would not compete with the able-bodied expansion population. States would have greater operational freedom to achieve efficiencies and provide better care. (But, in no instance would grant funding be allowed to pay for an abortion.) Additionally, adjusting the traditional population grants using chained-CPI creates downward pressure on health care costs that have significantly outpaced inflation in recent decades. No longer would states be incentivized to spend more of their state budgets to reap additional federal subsidies.

**EXPANDING ACCESS TO INNOVATIVE CARE**

Most Americans would agree that the best way to improve access to care is to increase the scope of affordable care options available. Barak Obama himself alluded to this when he was a candidate in the 2008 presidential election when he said, “I believe the problem is not that folks are trying to avoid getting health care. The problem is they cannot afford it.” The RSC plan urges lawmakers to explore and promote innovative ways for delivering care to individuals at affordable prices, the following being a representative selection.
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Expanding Direct Primary Care

Direct Primary Care is an innovative, affordable, and transparent care delivery system that allows patients to pay a monthly service fee—usually about $60 - $70 per month—directly to a health care provider instead of paying a copay or coinsurance for each visit to a doctor. Under this service model, patients would be allowed to see their doctor for as many times as their monthly service allows. This means that patients can regularly see their doctor for better quality care, often at the price of an average cell phone bill, without having to meet an expensive deductible. The monthly fee covers all primary care services, clinical and laboratory services, consultative services, care coordination, and comprehensive care management. Additionally, most states allow direct primary care practices to dispense generic medications directly from their offices at near-wholesale prices. As Avik Roy has said, “It’s like concierge medicine, but for everyone, including the poor.”

Often individuals pair their Direct Primary Care with a high-deductible catastrophic plan. This works in a way so that individuals may use their Direct Primary Care services for the small things—such as checkups, preventative care, or small sickness diagnoses, whereas if something serious arises like a surgery, they are still covered by some form of insurance.

Because a patient gains significantly more access to their doctor under a Direct Primary Care model, their doctor is incentivized to ensure patients’ needs are addressed efficiently so as not to result in unnecessary visits. Additionally, this model removes third-party payment and its negative incentives from the equation as patients are paying doctors directly for their care. In other words, the Direct Primary Care model encourages patients to actively engage in their care while the physician focuses on providing the patient value-added primary care. The result is mutual accountability.

To provide for greater access to Direct Primary Care, the RSC plan would make Direct Primary Care payments eligible health savings account expenditures. Additionally, the RSC’s flex block grant, described above, would allow states to use such funds to give beneficiaries access to Direct Primary Care.

Health Care Sharing Ministries

Health care sharing ministries (HSMs) are faith-based nonprofit organizations whose members share a common set of ethical and religious beliefs and share medical expenses among themselves in accordance with those beliefs. Funds come from monthly share amounts paid by members to other members. This model is based on long held faith based traditions of helping others when in need. HSM’s are tailored to those who have specific beliefs, values or faiths, or do not want certain benefits provided. For example, if a group of a particular religious faith does not want something like abortion covered, the group could join an HSM and provide health care dollars to participants without participating in insurance models that cover abortion. Health care sharing ministries are also typically more affordable than traditional health insurance. The RSC plan would ensure that HSM fees are an eligible health
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savings account expense. This is similar to President Trump’s recent Executive Order under which HSM and direct primary care payments would constitute qualifying medical expenses for purposes of the limited deduction under current law. Additionally, as mentioned above, HSMs would count toward continuous coverage requirements under the RSC plan.

### Association Health Plans

The RSC plan urges codification of the reforms promulgated by the Department of Labor that ensure Americans have greater access to Association Health Plans (AHP). Association Health Plans currently work by allowing small businesses to band together by geography or industry to obtain health care coverage as if they were a single large employer. Importantly, AHPs offer benefits comparable to employer-sponsored plans and cannot discriminate against patients with pre-existing conditions. They also “strengthen negotiating power with providers from larger risk pools and [provide] greater economies of scale,” according to the Department of Labor. Consequently, these plans are able to offer more affordable, quality health insurance plans.

The Department of Labor rule on AHPs sought to modify how the Department interprets the word “Employer” in ERISA. According to Brian Blase, former White House health care policy advisor, “this [would have] allowed any employers within a state or common metropolitan area to form an AHP regardless of their line of businesses and allowed these AHPS to include sole proprietors.” While this rule has stalled in the courts, the Department of Labor is currently appealing that delay.

### Health Status Insurance

Traditional health insurance covers your risk of medical expenses in the current year, whereas health status insurance covers your risk that your insurance premiums may rise due to an unforeseen circumstance that may occur in the future. Individuals could maintain their employer plan, or individual plan, and have health status insurance as a backup for something catastrophic or disruptive. This essentially allows an individual to pay for the option to purchase more comprehensive insurance at a later date. According to Chris Jacobs, “[health status policies] function as ‘health insurance-insurance,’ guarding against a future pre-existing condition that might make an individual uninsurable.”

According to the Cato Institute, if an individual does develop a condition that causes them to lose their job, become uninsurable or causes their premiums to rise, health status insurance would cover the risk
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of premium reclassification, just as medical insurance covers the risk of medical expenses. Before the enactment of the ACA, the United Health group unleashed a “first of its kind” product which allowed for the right to buy an individual health policy at some point in the future, even after one becomes sick. Such health status insurance plans were a cheap and effective way to be certain someone who gets sick with a high-utilizing condition can be insured.

The ACA’s burdensome individual marketplace regulations—that effectively reward individuals for remaining uninsured until after they become sick—have resulted in health status insurance becoming obsolete. The RSC health care plan’s repeal of these cumbersome ACA regulations would allow individuals to access personalized plans that fits their need, making health status insurance again a potentially viable option for individuals to mitigate against the future risk of illness. Additionally, as mentioned above, the RSC plan would allow health savings account funds to be used to pay for health status insurance.

Last year, the Department of Health and Human Services finalized a rule that not only allows short-term, limited-duration plans to last for a period of 12 months (renewable for up to 36 months), but also allows the purchase of health status insurance to ensure the plan could be renewed. An Obama-era rule limited such plans to just three months. The RSC plan supports this new rule and urges its codification.

Short-Term, Limited-Duration Plans

Short-term, limited-duration plans are exactly what they sound like: health insurance plans meant to be used for short periods of time in-between jobs or during other short lapses of health coverage. Under current law, they are exempt from the ACA’s individual marketplace regulations such as guaranteed issue, the prohibition on exclusions, community rating, and guaranteed renewability. However, they are a cost-effective alternative for healthy individuals or individuals who need a plan with minimal coverage for a short period of time.

In addition to urging codification of the Trump administration’s rule expanding short-term, limited-duration plans to 12 months, the RSC plan would allow health savings account funds to be used to pay the premiums of these plans. Moreover, as mentioned above, short-term, limited-duration plans would count toward continuous coverage requirements under the RSC plan.

Telemedicine

Access to networks has narrowed under the ACA. However, despite the ACA, access to technology has greatly increased due to sheer technological innovation. Though telemedicine has not yet been universally implemented by the health care provider industry, the RSC believes that regulatory barriers
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should be removed in this area. According to the Heritage Foundation, nationwide use of telemedicine increased by 643 percent from 2011 to 2016. Research and development in this area will help drive affordability of quality health care for rural and underserved areas, and beyond.

As explained by health care policy expert John Goodman, an estimated one-third of all doctor visits do not actually require a physical visit. These include many services, like blood pressure monitoring, taking a patient’s temperature, and examining basic skin-related dermatology check-ups. The popularity of telemedicine is only set to increase. The potential for the innovation in the telemedicine service field is vast and could lead to reduced costs and greater efficiency in the health industry.

Unfortunately, many states have passed laws impeding the provision of telemedicine by banning or heavily restricting its progress. Notably, the position of the American Medical Association still calls for doctors to be physically present when rendering medical services. Such policies can stand in the way of administering routine medical assessments for people having difficulty reaching a physician. For instance, rural and underserved areas could get their vitals checked, undergo a simple check-up, or have a consultation with their doctor of choice using their handheld smart-device. Individuals with chronic health conditions requiring frequent visits to the physician would likely benefit the most from advancements in telemedicine. Beyond rural and underserved areas, telemedicine could be utilized as a means for convenient medical care for individuals in populated areas as well. According to the Centers for Disease Control, there were approximately 884 million ambulatory care visits to physician offices. Teladoc has estimated that one-third of the visits could be treated via telehealth, with an average of only $40 per visit.

The RSC is recommending that states work to remove barriers for telemedicine to be able to innovate and become more prevalent. Additionally, under current law, Medicare reimburses for limited telehealth services—and only when a senior lives in a “Health Professional Shortage” area. Moreover, the service must take place in an approved medical facility. The RSC plan would reverse this so Medicare can pay for telehealth services so seniors may receive the health care they need in their own home without entering a physical building if they do not absolutely need to be there.

Additionally, the provision of telemedicine services would not disqualify someone from using a health savings account under the RSC plan. Under current regulations, the provision of telehealth services not subject to a deductible under a high deductible health plan can disqualify a person from using a health savings account. However, the RSC plan delinks health savings accounts from the high deductible health plan requirement.

Certificate of Need Laws
Certificate of need laws currently exist in 36 states and the District of Colombia. These laws require health care providers to obtain certificate of need permits from their licensed state health regulatory authorities before they can expand their facilities and services.

Consequently, decisions on the needs of a community are decided by a state regulatory board of bureaucrats. States that have such laws on the books have not reaped the cost reductions originally anticipated. For instance, in 2009, overall health care costs were approximately 11 percent higher in states with certificate of need laws versus those without them—"$7,230 per capita in the former compared to $6,526 in the latter." 178

By restricting new construction of provider facilities, these programs reduce competition, prevent the market from working on its own, and are subject to political influence. As Dr. Robert Moffit of the Heritage Foundation has pointed out, "Both the Justice Department and the Federal Trade Commission have long identified these laws as anti-competitive. A growing body of professional economic literature confirms this assessment. Certificate of need laws generally do not control costs, nor improve quality, and they restrain provider entry and innovation in health care delivery." 179 For these reasons, the RSC plan urges states to reform or repeal their certificate of need laws.

CONCLUSION
Over the last decade, the ACA has left a long list of broken promises in its wake. Some, such as “if like your plan, you can keep your plan,” have been well-documented. But others have gone uncontested and unchallenged despite indisputable evidence to the contrary. In fact, the ACA’s most grievous broken promise may also be its most underreported: that the law does not actually guarantee individuals with pre-existing conditions access to affordable and quality health care.

In reality, while the ACA does deliver access to health insurance for all, it does not guarantee affordability, choices, plan retainment, access to quality care, and availability of doctors—all things that are important to the chronically ill.
As this report has demonstrated – both through facts and personal stories – under the current system, vulnerable Americans, including those with pre-existing conditions, chronic illness, and serious health issues, have been left behind. Americans like:

The Davert family from Michigan (p. 24), who despite having two children suffering from brittle bone disease, lost their private health insurance and were forced onto Medicare because the ACA premiums and deductibles were unaffordable.

Coach Jim White from Alabama (p. 21), who was unable to afford coverage on the ACA exchange, and was thus forced to turn to a GoFundMe page to pay for life-saving cancer treatments after losing his job at a private school; and

Lindsey Overman from Arkansas (p. 33), who a mother of two working her way through graduate school was powerless to stop able-bodied adults drawing Medicaid benefits away from her disabled daughter, Skylar.

To argue for doubling-down on the status quo is to argue against helping these families and the countless number of other Americans who have fallen through the cracks of the ACA. At the same time, to embrace the Left’s “solution” of a government-run, one-size-fits-all ACA replacement proposal is to ignore the fact that individuals have unique health care needs. After all, the best coverage for the Davert family may not be the best coverage for you.

As conservatives, we have joined together to propose another path forward—one that can dramatically improve access to quality, affordability, and choice in the American health care system. We offer a plan that will PROTECT the vulnerable, EMPOWER patients, and PERSONALIZE care. It is a plan that will give Americans, including those with pre-existing conditions, access to coverage options they can actually afford to use, and it will right-size Medicaid so it can remain a sustainable health care safety net for those who truly need it for generations to come.

Our plan will unleash the health insurance market to drive down costs, delivering much-needed relief to Americans – especially those in the middle class – who are burdened by rising premiums and exorbitant deductibles. This plan will also strengthen the overall health insurance system by bringing young and healthy Americans back into the marketplace with personalized coverage, and it will work to increase care among underserved populations and those with chronic conditions by embracing – rather than stifling – innovative solutions such as direct primary care and telemedicine.

PROTECT, EMPOWER, AND PERSONALIZE. This is our plan. This what we aim to do – for the good of our health care system, our nation, and the millions of Americans who for too long have been left behind.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS)

Q: DO YOU HAVE PLANS TO ADDRESS OTHER HEALTH CARE ISSUES NOT COVERED IN THIS REPORT?

A: Yes. As we mention in the introduction of the report, this is simply phase one of the RSC Health Care Plan and we expect to release a second report with additional policy details at a later date. Our second report will look specifically at additional policies that will help bend the cost curve on health care. This could include things like health care transparency reform and policies that will lead to thriving competition in the marketplace.

In addition, we understand that the development of innovative healthcare technology has the potential to strengthen the delivery, cost, and outcomes in the America’s health care system. To facilitate the development and adoption of new innovative technology, our next report will propose a regulatory environment that invites solutions designed to better assess, monitor, and treat patients. Having any conversation about the future of healthcare in the United States needs to address how technology will play a vital role.

Q: HOW DOES THE RSC PLAN PROVIDE PROTECTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS?

The RSC plan is premised on the idea that protecting people with pre-existing conditions is more than just guaranteeing an insurance plan. The RSC plan would provide protections to people with pre-existing conditions and also focus on access to affordability and quality of care.

The RSC takes a holistic approach to neutralizing the issue of pre-existing conditions. It is designed to: 1) provide more affordable insurance options so that people can more easily access a plan they like; 2) enhance the portability of insurance to avoid gaps in coverage by providing guaranteed coverage protections and equal tax benefits in the employer and individual marketplaces; 3) provide states with federal funds and flexibility to establish Guaranteed Coverage Pools that would provide coverage to and effectively lower the medical costs of people with pre-existing conditions; and 4) provide states with “flex-grants” to assist them in providing their low-income populations, including those with pre-existing conditions, with access to insurance coverage. Moreover, the RSC plan would allow states to expand upon these reforms to further enhance individual marketplace rules and increase Guaranteed Coverage Pool availability.

The ACA actually compounded the issue of pre-existing conditions by reducing the incentive for people to obtain coverage prior to getting sick. This resulted in the doubling of health care premiums nationwide between 2013 and 2017 alone, and has raised deductibles so high that insurance has effectively become useless for many Americans. For instance, Bronze plan deductibles for 2019 are around $6,000 on average, an insurmountable obstacle to care for many, especially for those with pre-existing conditions.

The RSC plan would also codify the Department of Labor’s recently blocked Association Health Plan (AHP) rule, that allows employers and self-employed individuals in the “same line of business” or in a common area to pool together for purposes of providing participants with pre-existing condition protections applicable to employer-sponsored plans.
**Q** UNDER THE RSC PLAN, HOW WOULD PREMIUM AND DEDUCTIBLE COSTS BE REDUCED?

By allowing a greater array of tailored insurance options, continuity of coverage incentives, and federally funded, state administered Guaranteed Benefits Pools, under the RSC plan, individuals and families could expect reductions to both premiums and deductibles.

Additionally, the RSC plan would increase affordable health insurance options in the individual marketplace, and thus attract a healthier pool of people to purchase health insurance. Those participants in the market will further decrease overall costs for everyone.

Federal Guaranteed Coverage Pool funding would also assist states in providing affordable coverage to people with pre-existing conditions. The RSC plan’s flex-grants would give states funding to reduce the premiums of low-income populations and provide them with access to insurance coverage.

The RSC plan would allow people to pay for their premiums with tax-free dollars, the same tax treatment afforded to insurance provided by employers. Equalizing tax treatment will also pave the way for individuals to negotiate higher pay and have the ability to pursue more affordable, personalized plans on the individual marketplace. Employees could also push for funds that would have been gone toward an excessive employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) plan to be placed in-full into their Health Savings Account (HSA), purchase their own affordable plan, and save the remainder tax free for future medical needs. Greater control and personalization of health insurance will help combat the issue of health care overutilization in the United States.

The RSC plan also incorporates proposals to facilitate innovation in health care delivery and insurance models. For instance, it would make Direct Primary Care payments, Health Care Sharing Ministry fees, Health Status Insurance, and premiums for Short-term, Limited-duration plans all eligible, tax-free HSA expenses. The RSC plan would also remove regulatory restrictions impeding the use of telemedicine and similar emerging technologies that increase health care access and efficiency.

**Q** HOW IS THE RSC PLAN’S APPROACH TO EXPANDING PRIVATE INSURANCE DIFFERENT FROM THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT?

Despite its intentions, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has actually reduced the incentive for people to purchase health insurance. While the ACA legally required Americans to obtain insurance, millions simply opted to pay the mandate’s penalty rather than purchase a plan featuring skyrocketing premiums, cost-prohibitive deductibles, and a lower quality of care. The approach of the ACA has resulted in continually increasing costs and reduced access to health care.

The RSC plan is specifically designed to do the opposite. The proposals here would increase access to more affordable and useful insurance options, make health insurance more portable, reward individuals who have maintained continuous coverage, and provide protections for people with pre-existing conditions.
Q. **WOULD THE RSC PLAN PROVIDE SUBSIDIES TO HELP PEOPLE PAY FOR THEIR HEALTH INSURANCE?**

Yes, the RSC plan would provide funding to states to directly subsidize the health care costs of people with pre-existing conditions and people who are low-income. The RSC plan’s flex-grants would give states the ability to provide their low-income citizens with access to affordable care in a way that best fits the needs of their state. For instance, states could use flex-grant funding for subsidizing the purchase of private health insurance and alternative care delivery mechanisms, increasing overall insurance coverage, and reducing the premiums of Guaranteed Coverage Pool plans.

The RSC plan’s Guaranteed Coverage Pool funding would provide states with resources to directly subsidize the medical costs of individuals with pre-existing conditions and ensure that even those individuals who developed a condition without having insurance have a pathway to gaining coverage of their condition.

Additionally, the RSC plan would reduce the overall cost of health insurance in the individual marketplace to make insurance more affordable for all, even without the benefit of federal subsidy money. Individuals would also be able to pay for their health insurance premiums in the individual marketplace tax-free under the RSC plan.

Q. **HOW WOULD THE RSC PLAN EXPAND HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNTS?**

First and foremost, the RSC plan would increase the HSA contribution limit in order to give Americans greater control over their health care dollars. Under current law for 2019, $3,500 may be contributed to HSAs for an individual, and $7,000 for families. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, the average annual family premium per enrolled employee for employer-based health insurance in 2017 was $18,687. The RSC plan would dramatically raise HSA contribution limits to $9,000 per individual and $18,000 for families.

Critically, under the RSC plan, individuals would be able to pay for their premiums with pre-tax dollars from their HSAs. This would allow for individuals to effectively own their personalized health care plans so they can take their plan from job to job, enhancing portability. Additionally, similar to allowing HSAs to pay for insurance premiums, the RSC plan would make Direct Primary Care payments, Health Care Sharing Ministry fees, Health Status Insurance, and premiums for Short-term, Limited-duration plans all eligible, tax-free HSA expenses.

The RSC plan would also greatly expand the usefulness of HSAs in a number of other ways. It would allow working seniors, or anyone on Medicare, to have an HSA and continue to contribute to it. Individuals enrolled in other public health insurance programs, such as those with Tricare, Veterans Administration, or Indian Health Service benefits, would also be able to contribute to an HSA. The RSC plan would allow people to contribute to an HSA even if they or their spouse have a health Flexible Savings Accounts (FSAs). Furthermore, FSA and Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) balances could be converted into an HSA, and FSAs could be rolled over year to year at the employee’s discretion. The plan would allow individuals to have an HSA and retain access to retail or onsite medical clinics, chronic disease management services, or telemedicine that is provided at no cost. Spouses who are HSA-eligible and age 55 or older could deposit their catch-up contributions into one HSA account. It would allow HSAs, HRAs, and FSAs to pay for FDA-approved over-the-counter medicines without a prescription, but not for homeopathic products, dietary supplements, or fitness equipment. Lastly, HSA funds would be protected in bankruptcy proceedings.
**Q: UNDER THE RSC PLAN, IF I AM INSURED, COULD MY INSURANCE BE CANCELLED BECAUSE I CONTRACT A SERIOUS DISEASE?**

**A:** Under the RSC plan, in no event could your insurance be cancelled by a carrier simply because you develop a condition after enrollment.

**Q: UNDER THE RSC PLAN, IF I AM INSURED, COULD MY INSURANCE COMPANY RAISE MY INSURANCE PREMIUMS BECAUSE I CONTRACT A SERIOUS DISEASE?**

**A:** Under the RSC plan, your insurance carrier could not raise your premiums simply because you develop a condition after enrollment.

**Q: HOW WOULD THE RSC PLAN GIVE AMERICANS ACCESS TO MORE PERSONALIZED HEALTH CARE PLANS?**

**A:** Americans will be able to obtain personalized health care plans in the individual market that fit their needs. Under the status quo, individuals are forced to pay for health benefits they do not need or wish to have. This one-size-fits all approach contributes to the high cost of ACA plans. Consequently, many forgo insurance because the ACA has made insurance unaffordable.

Under the RSC plan, Americans would also be able to utilize Health Savings Accounts to pay for the premiums of their personalized plans on the individual market tax-free. Increased contribution limits under the RSC plan would better enable people to save for their future health care needs. Additionally, by equalizing the tax treatment between the individual and employer markets, people could more easily maintain personalized coverage as they move between jobs. This notion of portability is a core feature of the RSC plan.

**Q: WOULD THE RSC PLAN MAKE ANY CHANGES TO MEDICARE?**

**A:** The RSC plan would make no changes to Medicare except to facilitate use of telemedicine for the convenience of seniors’ care. Indeed, this plan would further protect seniors’ access to Medicare by combatting recent efforts to either maintain the status quo or implement a massive, nationwide, one-size-fits all, government-run health care system. Such a system would lead inevitably to increased taxes for seniors, potentially rationed care, and longer wait times for medical treatment.

Additionally, the RSC plan would allow working seniors, or anyone on Medicare, to have a Health Savings Account and continue to contribute to it.

**Q: WOULD THE RSC PLAN PLACE A MANDATE ON INDIVIDUALS TO PURCHASE HEALTH INSURANCE?**

**A:** Contrary to the design of the ACA, the RSC plan includes no mandate for individuals to purchase health insurance and imposes no penalty if an individual chooses to forgo coverage. However, the RSC plan will lead to more affordable insurance options, provide tax equality between the employer and individual marketplaces, and incentivize individuals to purchase health insurance and maintain continuous coverage.
**Q** WHAT DOES THE RSC PLAN MEAN FOR PEOPLE CURRENTLY ON MEDICAID?

The RSC plan would reform Medicaid to prioritize funding for America’s vulnerable populations while also providing states with flex-grants to provide health care to their low-income citizens.

Under the RSC plan, vulnerable recipients would receive their benefits from a dedicated and separate funding stream and no longer receive lower priority than able-bodied adults. The RSC plan will help reduce fraud and abuse and ensure that the Medicaid program remains solvent and preserved for those who have legitimate needs.

**Q** HOW WOULD THE RSC PLAN AFFECT INSURANCE I OBTAIN THROUGH MY EMPLOYER?

The RSC plan maintains the current law’s pre-existing condition protections for employer-sponsored insurance, including prohibitions on denying an employee with a pre-existing condition coverage, excluding their condition from coverage for any length of time, or charging them more for having a pre-existing condition. Additionally, the RSC plan would fully maintain the current law’s exclusion of employer-sponsored insurance from taxation.

Under the RSC plan, employers would be allowed to offer HSAs to their employees whether or not those employees are provided with a high-deductible health insurance plan. Employees would be able to receive larger sums of tax-free money in HSAs under the RSC plan. It would more than double HSA contribution limits to $9,000 per individual and $18,000 per family. Additionally, the RSC plan would also expand HSAs so that they could be used for a number of health services and products that currently must be paid for with after-tax dollars.

The RSC plan would remove the ACA’s employer mandate which has hurt Americans, particularly low-wage Americans, by reducing their job prospects. The mandate has forced small businesses to make painful hiring and employment decisions to avoid breaching the mandate’s 50 full-time employees threshold, after which they would have to pay for their employees’ health insurance. The left-leaning Urban Institute has even admitted that “[e]liminating it will remove labor market distortions that have troubled employer groups, and which would harm some workers.”

**Q** DOES THE RSC PLAN ELIMINATE THE HEALTH CARE INSURANCE EXCHANGES?

The RSC plan does not make a recommendation as to whether or not the ACA exchanges should be eliminated. However, if the reforms recommended by the RSC plan were adopted, the exchanges would serve as little more than an online forum for offering insurance plans.
**CONTRAST ARGUMENTS**

**PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS: THE ACA VS. RSC’S FRAMEWORK FOR PERSONALIZED, AFFORDABLE CARE**

The ACA was meant to protect people with pre-existing conditions, those with chronic health conditions, and the vulnerable. But, how have they fared under the current system? The RSC report details five ways it has left them behind.

**CHALLENGES UNDER THE ACA**

1) **DOES NOT PROTECT PEOPLE WITH PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS**— The current system guarantees individuals can get insurance coverage, but it does so at the expense of affordability, plan retention, access to quality care, and availability of doctors— all things that are important to those that are chronically ill. Moreover, it exacerbates the issue of pre-existing conditions by disincentivizing people from getting coverage before getting sick. This is an unsustainable system.

2) **MAKES HEALTH INSURANCE UNAFFORDABLE**— The explosion in the cost of health insurance under the current system has made insurance unaffordable, causing fiscal stress to many individuals who already struggle with the stress of being sick.

3) **CAUSES EXPLOSION OF OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS**— Under the current system, deductibles have exploded, which has caused many to delay care they may need because they will bear much of the costs. This is especially a problem for those with chronic health conditions who require regular use of medical services.

4) **REDUCES ACCESS & QUALITY OF CARE**— The current system caused insurance companies to dramatically reduce their networks of hospitals and physicians to control costs, which has made it more difficult for individuals to access the care they need. The best doctors and hospitals may not be available to the people that need them most. The current system also incentivizes insurance companies to provide the sick and vulnerable with the worst coverage legally possible.

5) **PRIORITIZES ABLE-BODIED OVER THE VULNERABLE**— The Medicaid expansion prioritized able-bodied adults over the truly vulnerable instead of improving the system for the people it was designed to protect. Thousands of individuals with disabilities and significant health needs remain on waiting lists.

**IMPROVEMENTS UNDER RSC’S PLAN**

1) **EXTENDS PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS PROTECTIONS**— It extends to the individual health care market important protections for people with pre-existing conditions that were put in place in the employer health care market. It does this without sacrificing affordability, access to quality care, or availability of doctors. The plan neutralizes the issue of pre-existing conditions by providing greater portability of coverage and breaking down barriers that prevent people from obtaining affordable, personalized options.

2) **MAKES HEALTH INSURANCE MORE AFFORDABLE**— It reduces regulatory barriers that have caused the current explosion of health insurance costs, which will make health insurance more affordable so individuals can access the care that fits their personal needs.

3) **EMPOWERS INDIVIDUALS TO SAVE FOR HEALTH CARE EXPENSES**— It expands and reforms Health Savings Accounts to make it easier for people to save for their personal health care needs and pay for the costs of insurance and care.

4) **IMPROVES ACCESS & QUALITY OF CARE**— It opens up more innovative insurance and care models that will provide greater personalized access to doctors and care providers, and thus improve competition and choice.

5) **PRIORITIZE THOSE IN NEED**— It provides a stable and sustainable safety net that truly focuses on the most vulnerable populations.